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1. Company Overview
TNC IT SOLUTIONS GROUP
A company with a revolutionary vision to unite the cryptocurrency world

1.1 Who We Are
TNC IT Group (TNC)1 is a blockchain development company that provides
project investments and total blockchain solutions. We specialize in blockchain-related technical services that adhere to the demands of enterprises
today. We mainly promote the integration of blockchain technology to
enhance business operations and ensure they unleash their full potential with
the help of blockchain technology. We are also the pioneering team leading
a massive-scale cryptocurrency merger project called “Crypto M&A project.”
BASIC COMPANY INFORMATION
Name:

TNC IT Group (also known as TNC Group or TNC)

Legal Name:

TNC IT Solutions LLC

Founded in:

October 2018

Headquarters:

31st Floor, Vision Tower, Business Bay, Dubai, UAE

Workforce:

300 employees

Business Capital:

$20 million (US Dollars)

Sub-Companies:

Buyaladdin, Aladdin Wallet, TNC Teams,
Tokenmarketcaps, and BSB Exchange

Official Website:

www.tncitgroup.com

1.2 Company History
The Start of the Journey
Founded in 2018, TNC IT Group is a legally registered business in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates. Since its inception, TNC has shown unwavering dedication in pursuit of its ambitious goals. We have listed the major company
milestones we achieved during our early years in operation.
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Company Establishment
& Team Formation

October 2018

TNC IT Group was founded
Crypto M&A program was initiated
TNC formed its foundational management and
workforce
TNC gathered merger advisors and partner
companies

May 2019

Crypto M&A Project
Launching

Market Research of 2000 blockchain companies
Crypto M&A project grading and process

Grand Launch Event in
New York & Buyaladdin
Partnership

July 2019

TNC launched a grand event at the
Rockefeller center in New York
TNC introduces Buyaladdin project

October 2019

Event Sponsorship &
Tokenmarketcaps Launching

TNC attended as a sponsor in a
blockchain-focused event
TNC launched tokenmarketcaps.com —
a crypto market analysis site
First Wave of Merger &
TNC Token Listing

April 2020

TNC merged with BANKEX, EDGE, and other
global blockchain projects
TNC listed its native token on the exchanges
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May 2020

TNC Mainnet
Development

TNC started developing its own mainnet in order
to better fulfill the company’s needs
TNC started preparing its native cryptocurrency
launch
TNC Coin Mainnet Officially
Launching

July 2020

TNC officially launched a 300k TPS mainnet
assuring speed and security to all the mergers
TNC released its own coin — TNC Coin

October 2020

Real Research Project
Launching

TNC launched a novel research project including
an application based on its mainnet and rewarding survey participants with TNC Coins
TNC Coin started being relisted on several
exchanges
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2. Company Purpose
2.1 Industry Challenges and Our Solutions
We Strive to Make an Impact
Blockchain was once described as the most important invention since the
birth of the internet—a remark made by a leading venture capitalist Marc
Andreessen. In agreement, TNC aims to see blockchain technology being
leveraged beyond the financial sector and cryptocurrency market. We
believe blockchain can foster advancements in other fields by innovating
across all functions.
Despite the promising future that blockchain can create, the technology is
still relatively considered emerging and young in adoption. We have
observed the existing gaps that hinders blockchain and cryptocurrency to
fully unleash its potential beyond selected use cases. Due to these factors, we
took the initiative to offer original and tailored solutions for three main challenges we found within the industry.

Issue #1: Stagnant Cryptocurrency Projects in the Market
Blockchain has always been closely associated with cryptocurrencies. The
technology was dragged into the spotlight when Satoshi Nakamoto utilized
the technology to create the famous Bitcoin, the world’s first cryptocurrency.
Since then, several cryptocurrencies, which are also known as “altcoins” have
been developed and currently exist. The number of cryptocurrencies grew at
an exponential rate reaching up to 4000 listed coins2 on CoinMarketCap.
Based on a post from Cryptonews.com,3 a cryptocurrency market and news
portal, there were a total of 1,407 dead altcoins that ended from 2013 to
2019. The graph below shows the highest rate of “coin deaths'' was recorded
in 2018 with 399 dead coins. Around 235 dead coins followed it in 2015, and
in third place, 223 coins died in 2017. As for the latest reported figure, there
were 85 dead coins recorded in early 2019.
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Note: Figures based on Coinopsy (2019)

Coinopsy4 considers digital assets as Dead Coins if cryptocurrencies have
been abandoned, used as a scam, or developers have walked away from the
project. Dead Coins are also characterized as projects that have low volume,
have wallet issues, no nodes, and no recent social updates. Coinopsy segmented dead coins into four classifications: Dead ICO Coins, Dead Joke
Coins, Dead Scam Coins, and Dead Abandoned Coins.
Dead ICO Coins refers to the coins that were offered in Initial Coin Offerings
(ICO) that ended up dead — around 60% of ICO coins are said to die before
they were even listed on an exchange or after one year.
Dead Joke Coins are coins that serve on platforms with peculiar use cases or
strange causes. There are about 90-95% of jokes coins that are discontinued.
Dead Scam Coins are dead coins created by scam blockchain projects. These
deaths account for a significant number where the company has been proven
to have launched scam schemes that affected investors.
Dead Abandoned Coins are the most common, as all coins or tokens that
have little information on why it died falls into this category.
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Our Solution:
To Build a Synergized Network
TNC introduces Crypto M&A project to unite +500 blockchain companies
worldwide. Before launching the program, we have conducted a year-long
intensive research on the crypto market. During the research, we found out
that a high number of altcoins are short-lived currencies while others are
intentionally abandoned.
In considerations of tokens from scam and abandoned ICO projects, our
team filtered a number of companies out of more than 2000 crypto companies listed in CoinMarketCap. During this process, we have carefully selected
1000 potential merger companies for the Crypto M&A project.
One of the purposes of the Crypto M&A project is to gather existing blockchain companies to build a strong network of experienced blockchain professionals. Being part of the merger network would enable companies to
avail several benefits, which include, a chance to reboot their project, an
open opportunity for enterprise blockchain development projects, and an
eligibility to receive project investment.

Issue #2 Blockchain Developer Shortage
The blockchain and cryptocurrency employment market has shown some
noticeable discrepancy. Based on a report released by Indeed, an internal
job listing search engine, there was a huge gap in the number of jobs being
created and the number of qualified candidates to fill them.
During the four years between September 2015 and September 2019, the
share of cryptocurrency jobs per million grew by 1,457%. In that same period,
the number of searches per million increased by only 469%.5 This strongly
shows that there is a shortage of skilled blockchain developers who can deliver an industry-tailored mainnet for organizations.
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Source: Forbes (2019)

Our Solution:
To Nurture Blockchain Talents
The Crypto M&A Project is not merely designed to merge cryptocurrencies.
It aims to bind in-demand blockchain talents as well. Through performing the
Crypto M&A, TNC would be able to gather a pool of experienced blockchain
developers. The network would consist of blockchain developers specialized
and exposed in different fields including, banking, gaming, government,
healthcare, and finance.
Our main proposition is to gather and profile professional blockchain developers and grant them opportunities through projects we would receive. We
would serve as project developers that will bring in reliable and competent
talents who can deliver.
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Issue #3: Slow Blockchain Technology Adoption
The blockchain concept emerged as early as 1991 and surfaced in the form
of a cryptographically secured chain of blocks. However, the blockchain as
we know today was only introduced in 2008 when Satoshi Nakamoto used it
to power Bitcoin. Blockchain has been existent since then, but until today it
faces slow adoption and is predominantly used in financial services, especially in cryptocurrencies.
Based on a Deloitte’s 2018 Blockchain Survey,6 several issues that serve as
challenges to blockchain integration in established companies. The top 5
barriers are as follows: (1) Regulatory issues, (2) Implementation & transformation, (3) Potential security threats, (4) Uncertain ROI, and (5) Lack of
in-house skills.
The results showed that 39% of respondents claim regulatory issues hinder
blockchain integration within their companies. It was closely followed by
implementation and transformation challenges at 37%, and potential security
issues at 35%, positioning in third place. Reasons like Uncertain ROI at 33%
and lack of in-house skills and understanding stand below at 28%.

Source: Forbes (2019)
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Our Solution:
To Integrate the Right Technology
With the aim to drive the enterprise blockchain forward, TNC will address the
top organizational barriers to greater blockchain technology investment presented on Deloitte’s Blockchain Survey in 2019. Know more about our
offered solutions to ease difficulties in blockchain adoption within business
corporations.
1. TNC’s Solution for Regulatory Issues
As much as we want to solve all the top issues, we recognize our limitation in
offering solutions directly related to regulatory matters. However, we have
international reliable partners and advisors that can provide us opportunities
to consult with government authorities. Our advisors play a significant role in
assisting TNC in strategizing multiple solutions to resolve regulatory issues.
Our advisors also pave the way for TNC to meet people in authority to
expand our network of partners and professionals in this field.
2. TNC’s Solution for Implementation & Transformation Issues
Based on our business scope, we can easily cater to the needs of enterprises
to implement secure and reliable blockchain solutions. Through our experienced team of blockchain developers and tech infrastructure engineers, we
at TNC are able to provide support from blockchain platform implementation
to internal procedure transformation. We also cover the development of
industry-tailored mainnets that can result in a wide range from gaming to the
financial sector. We at TNC can assure quality in any blockchain deployment
and specialized for every business.
3. TNC’s Solution for Potential Security Threats
Blockchain has always been characterized to ensure transparency and security. At TNC, we work hard to ensure that the best security tools are implemented in all deployed projects. Furthermore, we have a team of cybersecurity
engineers with years of experience in various areas, mainly in blockchain-like
projects including projects developed by TNC. These professionals are able
to resolve any cybersecurity issues along the way to avoid attempts to hack or
to resolve them in an unfortunate situation. As early in the implementation
stage, we strive to integrate the best security features to avoid these incidents.
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4. TNC’s Solution for Uncertain ROI
In terms of ROI, the TNC mainnet will have a listed cryptocurrency. Return on
investment will not be an issue, as all platforms to be developed on TNC
mainnet, which will use TNC Coins are guaranteed it already has value in the
market. TNC Coin will be listed in an ever-increasing number of reputable
crypto exchanges, which will help increase its value. Companies can utilize
TNC coins that have a real market value, and its value will continue to grow
until it becomes one of the strongest currencies in the market, as a result of
500 communities merging into using the same coin.
5. TNC’s Solution for Lack of In-House Skills
As blockchain technology is relatively new, the lack of in-house skills is a
severe problem affecting the development of blockchain technology globally. It is difficult to ensure quality in the service if internal people are not
exposed to the technology. TNC introduces a decentralized workforce gathered through Crypto M&A and investment programs. Currently, TNC has
more than 300 developers within its network, this number is bound to reach
10,000 blockchain developers. Through this network, TNC will be able to
work with specialized and exposed blockchain talents in providing blockchain services to enterprises.

2.2 Our Mission Statements
Our Mission in the Blockchain Industry
TNC will be performing its innovative solutions in line with the following all-inclusive goals that would bring the company in the forefront of the blockchain
industry.
1. Promote blockchain to established sectors
TNC will offer blockchain services that will allow businesses to take advanced
steps that will improve their operations.
2. Build a wider ecosystem to drive crypto use cases
Through a mergers program, a great network will be built to develop platforms that will help drive mass crypto adoption.
3. Gather reliable network of developers
Bringing together blockchain developers and innovators will allow TNC to
deliver its powerful and functional fintech solutions.
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4. Invest on innovative blockchain-based projects
As TNC believes that blockchain is the future, backing decentralized ventures
will proliferate the expansion of this novel technology.
5. Introduce a digital currency for games
Gaming is among the most innovative sectors of today. TNC will harness the
potential of a gaming-enhanced cryptocurrency.

2.3 What We Do
Our Suite of Solutions
TNC IT Group functions more than just a blockchain solutions provider. We
were established with a vision to lead in the forefront of the blockchain industry. Get to know the main services we offer along with our core initiative.
1. Crypto M&A Project
Crypto M&A Project is an initiative to merge digital assets of more than +500
blockchain companies to foster a mutually beneficial partnership among
blockchain companies and build a wider ecosystem under TNC IT Group.
2. Blockchain Technology Development
TNC has a pool of 100+ Blockchain Developers. TNC is capable of creating
cryptocurrency coins by forking Bitcoin, Dash or EOS blockchain. TNC also
can develop TNC coins by utilizing the TNC Coin innovative mainnet.
3. Blockchain Infrastructure and Developers
TNC aims to collaborate with its gathered pool of developers from the Crypto
M&A project to work on a novel and revolutionary blockchain infrastructure
that can address industry gaps and enhance society’s way of living.
4. Blockchain Platform and Mainnet Development
With professional blockchain developers, TNC is capable of developing
industry-tailored mainnets with advanced features that are solely engineered
to the standards and demands of the business operations.
5. Decentralized Platform Development for Various Industries
TNC will develop decentralized platforms to cater to various industries. Eventually, the company will be able to expand its services by continuously offering innovative solutions that can enhance processes and current standards.
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3. Blockchain Industry and Trends
3.1 A Look into the Past
The global blockchain market has been in constant growth throughout the
years. Based on a research on Statista,7 the blockchain market will continuously progress until 2021. From a recorded $210 million market value in
2016, the blockchain market is set to reach $2.3 billion by 2021.
According to an article published in 2018 by Global Banking & Finance
Review,8 the blockchain market is expected to progress at a compound
annual rate (CGAR) of 75% within 2018 to 2024. This growth is based on a
study done by Global Market Insights, a market research and strategy consulting firm. The publication also states that due to the growing investment in
the technology, the blockchain market will hit the $16 billion mark by 2024.

Source: Global Banking & Finance Review (2018)
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Looking at the bar chart below, Statista showed an extended forecast on the
size of the global blockchain technology market from 2017 to 2027. The
worldwide blockchain market was valued at $1.57 billion in 2018 and is forecasted to grow more than a hundred times at $163 billion by 2027.

Source: Statista (2018)

3.2 The Boom of Enterprise Blockchain
In 2018, Forbes9 released a list of 50 companies that have expressed their
interest in leveraging blockchain into their enterprise. The article featured
big names from various industries, including companies like Amazon, Apple,
Toyota, Nestle, IBM, and Samsung. The report also showed that blockchain
was being explored not only within the technology industry but also beyond
the financial sector.
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Source: Statista (2018)

While in 2019, the same writer published an article with the given title “Blockchain 50: Billion Dollar Babies”.10 In this report, he has featured 50 companies that have already successfully implemented blockchain within their internal ecosystems. Interestingly, he also shared the company’s blockchain-based platform and its underlying blockchain technology network.

Source: Statistica (2019)
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When PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)11 surveyed 600 executives in 2018,
84% of the respondents said their companies are involved with blockchain.
However, 45% believe trust could delay blockchain adoption. Besides, a 30%
portion sees China as a rising blockchain leader, and 28% said interoperability of systems is a key for success. While in terms of progress, PWC also
revealed that 30% of enterprise blockchain are already in development while
20% are still exploring possibilities under research.

Source: PWC Global Blockchain Survey (2018)

Based on the same in-depth survey done by PwC, the company was able to
identify the leading industry in blockchain development and implementation. As a distributed ledger technology it is not surprising that the Financial
services sector tops the chart with 46% reigning against all other industries
listed.
On the chart, the second industry at far behind with 12% is the industrial production and manufacturing sector. In third place is the energy and utilities
sector with 11%. Meanwhile, the government, healthcare, retail, entertainment and media sectors all fall under 10%. The survey respondents still perceive financial services to be the current and near-term future leader of blockchain, but also see potential in industrial products, energy, utilities, and
healthcare.
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Source: PWC Global Blockchain Survey (2018)

2019 was considered the “Year of Enterprise Blockchain”,12 as it is when big
corporations started to take share in the market. It claims that companies who
have jumped in the bandwagon in 2018 have now moved from testing stage
to execution. It also highlighted big enterprises such as Goldman Sachs that
launched a crypto-investing product despite being a former skeptic of blockchain technology.
The report also featured the statement of Sky Guo, the CEO of Cypherium, a
start-up company providing enterprise-ready blockchain solutions saying:
“Big enterprises have been receptive to technology by no longer questioning
if blockchain was even worth the attention.”
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Source: Forbes (2019)

3.3 The Blockchain Market Today
Thomson Reuters has stated that the hype on blockchain may subside in
2020 but the technology will exist and stay.13 Blockchain has proven its place
in various industries. The adoption of this innovative technology has materialized in banking, finance, law enforcement, energy, insurance, real estate,
supply chain management, and slowly in other business sectors.

Key Takeaways:
Banks and other financial institutions that used to be scared of disruption
of blockchain learned that distributed ledger technology (DLT) allows their
AML or KYC processes to be manageable in real time
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The United States, Russia, China, and most of the G20 countries have
devoted resources to blockchain solutions
The United Arab Emirates, led by its tech-hub in Dubai, aims to be the
world’s first blockchain-powered government
The Australia National Blockchain aims to move the nation towards blockchain immersion
Blockchain will dominate the world by 2030

Source: Thomson Reuters (2020)

For us to see a clearer picture of how blockchain has spread across in various
industries, 101blockchain.com visualized the top brands in one infographic.14 The graphic below shows a segmented market view of 50 companies
from different sectors.
It vividly shows how blockchain is found beneficial to a number of sectors
including banking and finance, supply chain, healthcare, energy, trading,
travel, and government institutions.
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Source: 101 Blockchains (2020)

3.4 Key Blockchain Markets in the World
In identifying the key blockchain markets around the world, we have looked
into the forecasted blockchain technology investment of government and
corporate enterprises of countries across regions around the world. We also
took in consideration the attitude of national governments towards the technology by looking into how far they reached in adopting the technology and
their imposed regulations about blockchain.
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A research by International Data Corp expected the total corporate and government blockchain budget to mark $2.9 billion in 2019. That figure grew
89% from that of 2018. It also forecasted that a total spending will hit $12.4
billion by 2022. Looking into the geography, the study shows that the USA
and Western Europe will be attractive markets for blockchain developers as
these nations will be spending more on blockchain technologies.

Source: IDC Worldwide Semiannual Blockchain Spending Guide (2018)

Meanwhile, the Blockchain Council, an organization dedicated to Blockchain
Research and Development has released a list of Top 10 countries who have
been recognized as leading in the implementation of blockchain technology.15 These listed nations have a blockchain-receptive government or headquarters significant blockchain ventures.
The Top 10 countries ranked were Australia, China, Japan, UAE, Switzerland,
USA, Estonia, Malta, United Kingdom, and Singapore.
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TOP 10 LEADING COUNTRIES IN BLOCKCHAIN ADOPTION
Australia

USA

China

Estonia

Japan

United Kingdom

UAE

Singapore

Switzerland

Malta
Source: Blockchain Council (2019)

While based on the PwC Global Blockchain Survey released in 2018, there
are blockchain territory leaders emerging. These countries are USA, China,
Japan, Australia, UK, India, Hong Kong, India, and Denmark. Based on the
survey, respondents perceive the US as the most advanced country in developing blockchain but in three to five years time China will be leading the
race.

Source: PwC Global Blockchain Survey (2018)
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3.5 Future Blockchain Markets
As TNC IT Group is a company that aligns itself in providing blockchain solutions to stable enterprises. We have deeply looked into the Enterprise Blockchain market, its growth, its movement, and its challenges.
Deep Analysis, an advisory firm that introduces innovative technologies to
organizations, has released a brief analysis on the Enterprise Blockchain
market. Their published report showed that the Enterprise Blockchain market
is set to grow 13.2 billion US Dollars in value by 2024.
Interestingly, Deep Analysis also segmented the market by services, applications, and infrastructure. As blockchain infrastructures and application projects came into development in the early years, enterprise blockchain services
dominated about 70% of the 2019 market.16
But as the technology gets into implementation, by 2024 we can observe a
fair share of the market among service providers, blockchain-based applications, and blockchain infrastructures. The change in market dynamics presents the growth rate of the investment in services, infrastructures declines
and the application spend increases over time.

Source: Enterprise Blockchain – Market Forecast & Scenarios
2019-2024 by Deep Analysis (2019)
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Meanwhile, Deloitte, a world-renowned consulting firm, conducted a 2019
blockchain survey17 that allowed us to get insights on how blockchain is
regarded by a number of reputable corporate enterprises around the globe.
Deloitte managed to gather 1,386 senior executives from 12 countries as
respondents. These countries include Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, Hong
Kong, Israel, Luxembourg, Singapore, Switzerland, United Arab Emirates,
United Kingdom, and the United States of America.
The survey has revealed a lot about the perception of the individuals and corporate organization’s attitudes in regards to blockchain adoption. It showed
that almost 40% of companies with staff participating in the survey will spend
$5 million as investment on blockchain technology.
Deloitte provided an illustration to show how much companies will be spending segmented by country. Based on the chart (Figure A-5), the top 3 countries that are set to spend over 10 million dollars are Luxembourg, Germany,
and Switzerland. Meanwhile, the top 3 companies spending roughly 5 million
to less than 10 million dollars are China, Israel, and the UAE. The results support the prior forecasts about the blockchain market which will be sustained
in the future to fuel the enterprise blockchain market.
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Source: Deloitte’s Global Blockchain Survey (2019)
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As tomorrow’s outlook overall looks positive for the Enterprise blockchain
market, Gartner, a market research company, is predicting a setback in the
near future.18 The agency claims that about 90% of blockchain-powered platforms will be replaced or become obsolete in 2021.

Source: Business Review (2019)

Though it sounds like an initial failure, Adrian Lee, a senior research director at
Garner defends their claims by releasing his views in a press release. In Lee’s
view, “many Chief Information Officers (CIOs) overestimate the capabilities
and short-term benefits of blockchain in its integration, creating unrealistic
expectations when assessing the offerings of blockchain platforms and service
providers”.
In regards to Lee’s statement, there is a great probability that corporations are
still in the process of learning more about the technology and it could potentially be the case for most of the integrated platforms across enterprises today.
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Source: Gartner (2019)

Gartner, a world-leading research and advisory company has illustrated a
timeline forecast of blockchain adoption and called it “Gartner’s Blockchain
Spectrum”. It segmented blockchain integration in four phases with the same
order: Enabling Technology; Inspired Solutions; Complete Solutions; and
Enhanced Solutions.
Based on the timeline, we are about to commence in the Complete Solutions
stage. However, during the first two years of this phase, Gartner introduced
the idea period of disillusionment. It is a short-term phase when organizations
face disappointment with their systems and blockchain technology will not
seem to deliver expected results.
This phenomenon wherein enterprises are expected to abandon or replace
early integrated blockchain systems is considered a normal phase in the
implementation of new technologies. These periods are still considered the
testing years for most integrated blockchain in the corporate sectors.
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However, this is just a short phase, and Gartner also assures that the foreseen
setback will not mean enterprise blockchain is going downslope. As the business value of blockchain is expected to reach a staggering amount of $3.1
trillion by 2030.19 Based on the study, by 2030, blockchain companies will
finally be used in inter-company transactions and it will overtake digital cash as
the main use case by 6%.

Source: Gartner (2017)

Gartner also foresees blockchain to thrive from 2020 onwards. It has listed
blockchain as one of the Top 10 Strategic Technologies Trends for 2020. However, Gartner also stated in its report that public blockchains are presently too
immature for enterprise deployment due to poor scalability and interoperability. However, they also believe that blockchain technology will overcome the
said issues by 2023.
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Source: Gartner (2018)

Cointelegraph, a leading crypto media reports, South Korean government
labeling blockchain as a golden opportunity. This headline was a remark of
Koo Yun Cheol, South Korea’s Vice Minister of Strategy and Finance.20 He
gave emphasis on positive forecasts regarding the growth of blockchain technology development in foreign markets, such as Europe and the US.
Koo also said: “The size of the blockchain-related industry is expected to grow
by more than 80% per year on average, and is competitively supporting
foreign countries to preoccupy the market that is attracting attention as a
promising technology in the future.”
To wrap up all these forecasts into action, he advises South Korean companies
to take hold of this golden time as an opportunity to lead the blockchain
market. As support, two South Korean ministries also announced allocating up
to $3.2 million in funding to local startups, as the government announced their
support to grow the local blockchain industry.
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Source: Cointelegraph (2020)

3.6 TNC Market Conclusion
After observing industry trends and forecasts, we can see great potential for
blockchain technology to continuously flourish. Several countries are expected to invest at least 5 million dollars in the development of blockchain technology. Hence, we are positive that blockchain will be one of the leading
technologies paving the way for a major digital transformation.
As we are in the early years of integration and enterprise blockchain exploration, we do agree with Gartner that there may come a setback phase. It will
serve a challenge we must overcome and solve before blockchain fully accelerates to its full potential across industries.
Meanwhile, based on a chart done by Analytics Insights, countries such as
UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt are bound to reach a significant amount of
market revenues. According to the study, Egypt will reach $65 million to 100
million US dollars in profits, followed by South Africa with $60 to 70 million
dollars, Saudi Arabia at $40 to 50 million US dollars and UAE at a range of
$20 to 35 million dollars.
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TNC IT Group’s headquarters is located in Dubai, UAE. TNC is strategically
located in the right region for the year 2021 to 2022, as we see that the Middle
East and Africa (MENA) will greatly potential progress in terms of blockchain
technology revenues.
Moreover, the South Korean government will help strengthen the country’s
blockchain industry by investing in blockchain startups, in efforts of driving
and leading the initial blockchain market.
As a final conclusion, the future market for blockchain integration is very optimistic. Blockchain will be expanding beyond finance through enterprise
blockchain integrations. The demand for efficient blockchain-based platforms
and solutions is here and is accompanied by initial challenges. TNC has
tapped into the right business with promising industry growth.

Source: Analytics Insights (2018)
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4. External Company Case Studies
Company Case Studies
Learning By Example
As a relatively new company in a fast-evolving industry, we believe that continuous learning and analysis of the market is essential for planning. We have
conducted short case studies as an effort to self-assess and learn from our
predecessors in the business world.
We have segmented the case study into two parts. In the first part, we would
be comparing TNC and other blockchain start-ups. In the latter part, we
would be presenting brief case studies of world-renowned companies in the
industry of technology and finance. Blockchain is our main industry; Nevertheless, we have included other companies that stand out in the fields and
serve as role models.
There are similar companies like us that promote and use blockchain to optimize results in their areas of focus. As the number of companies can be overwhelming, we chose four startups that had sparked our attention. They are
promising companies striving to make a difference in their field by implementing blockchain and presenting smart solutions.
We also included billion-dollar giant corporations on our list of case studies
to gather insights on how these companies achieved their success in a competitive market of IT and finance. We have selected 6 companies that we consider role-models in banking, finance, and technology.
We presented the data in a clear table view for easy comparison, as well as
we have overview descriptions for each of the companies. All of the subject
companies have proven to be effective in their own field. They are present in
international media, have generous communities, and above all, have made
a positive impact in modern society.
Disclaimer: This case study has been compiled from information freely available from public sources. It is merely intended to be used for educational purposes only.
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4.1 Case Study 1 - SimplyVital Health
Company Name

Tamarin Simply Vita Health

Industry

Healthcare

Founded

2017

Headquarters

Massachusetts, USA

Workforce

1 to 10 Employees

Community

~ 5000

Technology

ConnectingCare - A blockchain protocol for medical
reports storage and monitoring

Source: Forbes (2018)

SimplyVital Health is an American healthcare startup leveraging blockchain
technology to benefit the health system in North America.21 Launched in
2017, the company developed a unique project named ConnectingCare. It is
a blockchain protocol that SimplyVital Health built to comprehensively revolutionize medical records and how they can be used.
Through this facelift for American healthcare, professionals can benefit from a
broader approach for data transfer, payments, and storage of medical
records. Securing this data on a blockchain assures that this information is continuously available, accessible, and immutable.
After seeing their project acclaimed and featured on media channels like
Forbes Magazine, SimplyVital Health is expanding its technology to its own
blockchain project, appropriately named Health Nexus.22
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Source: SimplyVital Health (2019)

Presented on the diagram above is the company's future original blockchain
system; however, SimplyVital Health already uses Ethereum technology to
take advantage of the blockchain. The company stores caregivers and seekers’
health information in one single place, for better efficiency.23
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4.2 Case Study 2 - ixo Foundation
Company Name

ixo Foundation

Industry

Social Development

Headquarters

Zug, Switzerland

Community

<1000

Workforce

1 to 10 Employees

Founded

2015

Technology

Blockchain Network to be used for SGDs-related
projects

Source: ixo Foundation (2020)

The ixo Foundation is an open-source software development organization
aiming to optimize social impact through blockchain technology and Web
3.0.24 Through the ixo Protocol, organizations can build decentralized applications to evaluate or invest in impactful sustainable developments, with the
use of crypto-economic Proof-of-Impact. It also is through this protocol that
the foundation will be able to collect and verify high-quality data about sustainable development.
Headquartered in Switzerland, the company has the principal objective of
empowering impact projects supporting the United Nations’ (UN) 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs).25 This means that the foundation is guided
by the UN’s framework of 17 Global Goals to end poverty, protect the planet,
and ensure prosperity for all, by the year 2030.
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Source: ixo Foundation (2020)

As per the time of writing, ixo Foundation counts with approximately 70 agents
and more than 100 service providers. The platform is already employing projects related to education, sustainability, and charity.

Source: ixo Foundation (2020)

The non-profitable company was acclaimed on several media.26 The initiative
was seen as a trusted global information network. The ixo project was featured
by well-known crypto media publications such as Bitcoin Magazine27 and
TechBullion. 28
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Source: Bitcoin Magazine (2017)

Source: TechBullion (2018)

4.3 Case Study 3 - Ripe.io
Company Name

ripe.io

Industry

Agriculture

Headquarters

California, USA

Community

~ 1500

Workforce

1 to 10 Employees

Founded

2017

Technology

Blockchain, IoT, Food Tech, Supply Chain, and
Big Data to optimize food quality
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Source: Ripe.io (2020)

Ripe.io is a blockchain company aiming to transform the food supply chain by
enabling data transparency, mainly during the whole journey of the food from
its production until it reaches the consumer.29 The company exposes this
information to create new analytics, automation, and business models through
blockchain technology and the Internet of Things.
The company works with multiple customer segments, including, but not limited to, farmers, processors, distributors, CPGs, grocery/retail, and significant
industry associations. Through these partnerships and corporations, ripe.io
intends to control food waste, improve sustainability, and enhance transparency.
Ripe.io has the ambition of including every actor in the food industry into their
blockchain. Aiming to partner with several agriculture-related companies, it
offers a system to track and trace food from their mobile. This application is
designed for all the parties involved in the food supply chain process.
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Source: Unlock (2019)

Despite being still considered a startup, the blockchain company is already
quite acclaimed in the media, having a presence in several channels, from
the giant Forbes to smaller publications dedicated to agriculture. It was considered one of the "leaders on the front lines of the intersections between
blockchain and agriculture" by the Disruptor website.30

Source: Ripe.io (2020)
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Source: DisruptorDaily.com31 (2019)

4.4 Case Study 4 - Gem
Company Name

GEM

Industry

Finance

Headquarters

California, USA

Community

~ 1500

Workforce

11 to 50

Founded

2013

Technology

Blockchain Technology, Cryptocurrency, Software,
Cryptocurrency Portfolio, UX

Source: Gem.co (2020)
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The Gem is a computer software blockchain-based company.32 It developed a
mobile application that works as a single entry point for tracking users’ crypto
investments and net worth. The form serves also as an interface for the curated
discovery of new tokens and apps.
Gem automatically records user balance, trade activity, and holdings transversely to over 20 crypto exchanges, so they can keep their portfolio
up-to-date. It has been partnering with exchange platforms since its initial
months to guarantee a broader spectrum for crypto users.
The company includes blockchain in its features to ensure a high level of security is maintained within the application. The project uses its own blockchain to
cover identity, data, and network management of participants, contributors,
and users. Their blockchain solution is intended to be used beyond finance,
and for other sectors like healthcare.
Despite having its app as its major project, Gem has been in business since
2013 as a blockchain provider for external companies. Gem’s team of blockchain engineers has respectively developed blockchain and wallet technology
for both startups and large-scale customers including Philips, Mercer, Capital
One, and Toyota.
They initiated activities in 2013 but the presence in the media started to be
notorious after the launch of its mobile application in 2018. Crypto-related
media like CoinDesk consider Gem's portfolio an "all-in-one" application.

Source: Coindesk33 (2018)
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Source: Unlock 34 (2018)
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Global Enterprise Case Studies
4.5 Case Study 5 - Apple
Company Name

Apple Inc.

Industry

Computer hardware, Computer software, Consumer
electronics, Cloud computing, Digital distribution,
Fabless silicon design, Semiconductors,
Financial technology, Artificial intelligence

Headquarters

Cupertino, California, US

Founded

April 1976

Founder & CEO

Steve Jobs (Founder)
Steve Wozniak (Founder)
Ronald Wayne (Founder)
Tim Cook (CEO)

Workforce

130,000+

Nasdaq Ticker

AAPL

Net Income

$55.256 billion

Total Assets

$338.516 billion

Apple Inc. is an American multinational technology company based in Cupertino, California, USA.The company designs, develops, markets, and sells consumer electronics, computer software, and a broad range of online services.
Considered one of the Bif Four technology companies worldwide, its products
include some of the hardware best-sellers ever, such as the iPhone, iPad, Mac,
iPod, and the Apple Watch, among others.
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Products & Services
iPhone
Apple's iPhone, introduced in June 2007, is considered the smartphone that
transformed human communication. It has impacted every aspect of human
lives and changed the era of phones by introducing virtual keyboard, texting,
dedicated apps, secure operation, ease of use, and music. The iPhone is one
of the most sold products of all time, and it serves a smart device used by a
great number of users.
MacBook Pro
Launched in 2006, the Macbook Pro is a series of workstations and servers
designed, manufactured, and sold by Apple. It is in terms of speed and performance, the most potent computer offered by Apple and is one of the most
popular and trusted personal computers in the world.
App Store
App Store is a digital software distribution platform for all iOS devices. Introduced in 2008, it enables software developers to disseminate content that
has been created mainly for products like the iPad, iPhone, and iPod. More
importantly, there are over a million apps in the App Store, and more than
100 billion apps were downloaded until the date.
iOS
iOS is the mobile operating system created and developed by Apple, being
exclusive to its hardware. Mainly used through the iPhone, it is the operating
system that presently powers the company's mobile devices, including the
iPod Touch. Prior to the introduction of iPadOS in 2019, it was also the operating system within the iPad.
Apple Pay
Once again, Apple is responsible for significant changes to the modern world.
Launched in 2014, Apple Pay is Apple's mobile payment service, and it is available in more than 20 countries around the world in participating in retail stores
and apps. It uses security tools such as the Touch and Face ID on compatible
iPhones, and continual skin contact on the Apple Watch. It was the first NFC
payment method ever created.
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Brief History
Apple was founded in April 1976 by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak, and Ronald
Wayne. Wozniak was the mind behind the company's first product, the Apple
I. It was released in July 1976 and immediately started being recognized in the
tech field.
Despite having created multiple successful products, it was in 1984 that Apple
started building the empire they are today. With the launching of the Apple
Macintosh, the company made history by selling the first personal computer
without a programming language. It was called a "masterpiece" by CNN and
eventually, the hardware led Apple to succeed.
Mackintosh remained popular until the release of the iMac in August 1998.
The iMac stood out for its design, known until today for its simplicity and convenience. The design was later adapted into the iPod and the iPhone.
Steve Jobs was Apple's face until his death in 2011 when Tim Cook took
Apple's leadership. Cook was responsible for the improvement of cameras,
created an intelligent software assistant named Siri and iCloud.

Main Drivers of Success
This analysis was made with the help of a consultation with several sources,
specified during the article and that can be consulted.
1. Surpassing Functionality of Products
Apple focuses on the efficiency of its products. Following its business strategy,
Apple has developed hardware with advanced features and capabilities since
its early beginning. Beyond the technical capacity, Apple has been a pioneer
in multiple devices, including, but not limited to, the iPad introduction, the first
device of its kind, the Macintosh, already referred during this analysis, and its
Apple Pay system, among others.35
2. Marketing and Design: As Minimalist as Possible
Apple is known for its simple design, as well as its straightforward marketing
campaigns. To avoid usage confusion, Apple highlights its technology avoiding complicated references to technical features being an example of high
tech marketing without high tech terms. Accordingly, its products are also
minimalist, with simple color schemes and with a clean, uncluttered design.36
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3. Strengthening its own Ecosystem
Apple works with a business strategy with vertical integration, which means
that the company has multiple expertises. Apple is globally recognized by its
software, hardware, and services at the same time and on the same scale. That
said, Apple's vertical integration is one of the primary factors for its success.
Additionally, Apple devices and software are capable of syncing and working
well with each other efficiently.37
4. Apple Doesn't Rely on a Single Product
Apple gained a mass-market adoption first after its Mac and, in the meantime,
after the iPhone launch. However, the company never relied on one single
product, despite its much profit. Apple has promoted its services business and
other divisions, such as Artificial Intelligence.38
5. Powerful Market Penetration
Apple Inc uses market penetration as one of its most important strategies for
growth. It involves gaining a larger share of the current market by selling more
of the company's current products.
This strategy is applied in North America, for example, where Apple sells more
iPhones and iPads. On the other hand, Apple invests a large amount of money
in penetrating markets where it has not yet achieved a significant position,
mainly through authorized sellers.

Apple’s Blockchain Venture
Blockchain

Apple Internal Networks

Frameworks

Internal Framework

Launched

Not Applicable

Investment

Not Disclosed

Services

CryptoKit Public Key and Manufacturing
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Despite being one of the great tech giants of the past few decades, Apple
has not yet surrendered to blockchain entirely. The firm uses some blockchain services for information storage but has neither developed nor
disclosed the desire to create its own blockchain platform. In reality, the vast
majority of Apple's services continue to be centralized.
Accordingly, when compared to other tech giants, Apple is probably the
least threatened by blockchain technology. 80% of the company's revenue
comes from its hardware sales. Nevertheless, the company has already
shown the willingness to join blockchain technology to reduce its environmental impact. In this way, Apple confirmed its team of manufacturers will be
using blockchain to make Apple's hardware products more environmentally
friendly.
Apple also uses a multi-check architecture that incorporates Public Key Infrastructure and blockchain, to verify the authenticity of timestamps and project
secure elements, such as SIM cards or microSD cards containing critical information. The initiative is completed through a partnership with the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office.
In conclusion, Apple is one of the big technology enterprises that rarely utilizes blockchain to protect its services and, even less, shows the idea of building
its own platform. Coincidentally, Apple also shows several privacy issues and
has already suffered several lawsuits for data loss.

Apple Blockchain Services
Apple CryptoKit
Apple CryptoKit was announced in 2019. It is a tool that allows developers to
carry out a variety of cryptographic operations. This includes the use of public-key cryptography to create and manage digital signatures. The software
enables developers to improve authentication and encryption services for
added layers of security.
Public Key Infrastructure
Apple incorporates Public Key Infrastructure and blockchain to verify the
authenticity of timestamps and protect secure elements that might contain
critical information. This infrastructure uses a technology called honest nodes
to protect Apple devices against malware.
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Blockchain for Manufacturing
Apple has introduced blockchain technology since mid-2019 to create a less
environmental impact in its manufacturing. In this sense, Apple has started to
implement new manufacturing methods that aim to make Apple hardware
products much more environmentally friendly.

4.6 Case Study 6 - Amazon
Company Name

Amazon.com Inc.

Industry

Cloud computing, E-commerce,
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Consumer electronics,
Digital distribution, Retail Store

Headquarters

Seattle, Washington, USA

Founded

July 1994

Founder & CEO

Jeff Bezos

Workforce

750,000

Nasdaq Ticker

AMZN

Net Income

$55.256 billion

Total Assets

$338.516 billion

Amazon.com Inc. is an American multinational technology company headquartered in Seattle, USA. The company’s operations focus on e-commerce,
cloud computing, digital streaming, and artificial intelligence technology
development. The company is world-renowned for their international online
marketplace.39

Brief Company History
Founder Jeff Bezos first conceptualized Amazon as an internet-based bookstore in 1995. Bezos’ parents invested $250,000 as capital to kick start the
Amazon project.40 After two years, Bezos listed the company in NASDAQ.
Amazon’s stock value started at $18 and on the first trading day, it closed as
low as $1.73.
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Cadabra.com was Amazon’s original name and it first went live as an online
bookstore. As soon as it entered popularity, it quickly expanded in selling
other products such as music albums, electronic gadgets, and toys. When the
company has been stabilized in the logistics and online selling, the e-commerce site officially opened its doors to third-party sellers in the year 2000. It
was a pivotal year that marks the beginning of the Amazon online marketplace we all know today.
From a retail store, Amazon grew into a multifaceted company that offered a
wide array of technology-based products. It launched digital streaming platforms, Amazon Web Services, and produced media hardware that is powered by Amazon technology. They have also been successful in building Artificial Intelligence-based programs such as the famous Alexa.

Main Drivers of Success
Disclaimer: These points are based on the company’s affairs and publicly
revealed practices. We also used the case study published by Dave Chaffey
on SmartInsights.com as a reference.
1. Leading the E-commerce Innovation Scene
Amazon is one of the internet companies that dived into online retail as early
as 1997. Amazon had no direct competitor in the US and this fact gave the
company a great edge in building its reputation in the booming e-commerce
market.
2. Striving for Customer Satisfaction
If there is anything that retail companies must do right is to satisfy their customers. Amazon introduced efficient logistics solutions and strived to
manage shipping time duration and commendable customer service to
ensure customer satisfaction. This allowed Amazon to be a trusted brand by
online shoppers.
3. Interoperating Platforms Driving Revenues
Amazon's net profit grew from diversified products and services where it
earns its revenues. It gained sales from a seller’s subscription, from every sold
item in its platform, to Prime membership subscriptions, to Kindle and online
book sales. Amazon has created an ecosystem that interoperates and earns
millions of dollars in revenues.
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4. Smooth Internal Communication Flow
Bezos revealed an internal press release and a six-page memo were two tools
that helped accelerate the decision-making processes within Amazon. These
two documents clearly identified products and services allowing key people
to understand what is being proposed.
5. Continuous Innovation and Expansion
Amazon's net profit grew from diversified products and services where it
earns its revenues. It gained sales from a seller’s subscription, from every sold
item in its platform, to Prime membership subscriptions, to Kindle and online
book sales. Amazon has created an ecosystem that interoperates and earns
millions of dollars in revenues.

Amazon AWS Blockchain
Blockchain:

Amazon Managed Blockchain

Frameworks:

Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum

Launched:

April 2019

Partners:

Partnership with Consensys Company - Kaleido41

Key Offering:

Blockchain Template using Hyperledger Fabric and
Ethereum Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) offering

The Amazon AWS Blockchain42 is a service offered by Amazon Web Services
Inc.(AWS), one of the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted
cloud platforms. AWS provides ready-made solutions and technology tools
that allow start-up businesses to innovate faster at a lower cost. It also facilitates 175 fully-featured IT services from data centers around the world.
AWS had previously released services such as its Blockchain Templates. It
allows users to build and manage their own blockchain networks within AWS
containers and Quantum Ledger DataBase (QLDB) a blockchain-like protocol
in a centralized single-source ledger. Amazon Managed Blockchain supports
two popular blockchain frameworks, Hyperledger Fabric, and Ethereum.
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Hyperledger Fabric is a private open-source framework from the Linux Foundation. It is well-suited for applications that require access control and permissions for data on the blockchain. It is the framework to use to want to limit the
transactions that each party can see when building built private blockchain
networks.43
On the other hand, Ethereum is an open-source blockchain framework from
the Ethereum Foundation that enables you to write blockchain applications
that run exactly as programmed without downtime, censorship, fraud, or
third-party interference. It was given as an option for developers who prefer to
build a public network, join Ethereum blockchain network, or use Ethereum’s
Solidity smart contract language.

Blockchain Key Features
Backed by AWS Key Management Service
Amazon Managed Blockchain uses AWS Key Management Service (KMS)
technology to secure Hyperledger Fabric's certificate authority, a component
that manages user identities and issues enrollment certificates for securely
communicating within the blockchain network. With Managed Blockchain,
you don’t have to worry about setting up your own security device, such as a
hardware security module (HSM), for this purpose.44
Fully Managed Blockchain
The Amazon-managed blockchain allows users to create blockchain networks that span multiple AWS accounts. Amazon blockchain platform also
monitors the network and automatically replaces poorly performing nodes.
Amazon Managed Blockchain eliminates the need for hardware, configuring
software, and setting up networking and security components required for
self-hosted infrastructure. Then configure your network membership and
launch blockchain peer nodes using the AWS Management Console.
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Fast Deployment
Amazon Managed Blockchain can facilitate fast blockchain deployment while
eliminating the need for manually provisioning hardware, configuring software, and setting up networking and security components. Then deploy your
blockchain network on Amazon ECS or Amazon EC2 instances, and focus on
building your applications.
Platform Choices
Amazon gives developers two of the most reliable frameworks as an option,
Ethereum, and Hyperledger Fabric, to meet the needs of both private and
public network development. Each framework offers distributed consensus
algorithms, smart contract functionality, and access control features.
Management Tools
AWS Blockchain Templates includes additional components to manage,
monitor, and browse your blockchains. Amazon has introduced tools like the
AWS Management Console that allows
Pay-as-you-go Service
As Amazon has set convenient payment terms that allows developers to only
pay for selected tools and resources used building their application. The IT
services can be tailored according to the application requirements.
Scalable and Secure
Managed Blockchain provides a selection of varying combinations of CPU
and memory to give you the flexibility to choose the appropriate mix of
resources for your workload. When a network member requires additional
capacity for creating and validating transactions, the member can quickly
add a new peer node using Managed Blockchain's APIs.
Reliability
Managed Blockchain's ordering service is built using Amazon QLDB technology and has an immutable change log that accurately maintains the complete history of all transactions in the blockchain network, ensuring data durability.
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Secure Interactions with VPC endpoints
Through the Amazon VPC (Virtual Private Cloud) endpoints, users can
securely interact with blockchain components managed by Amazon Managed Blockchain. The components include blockchain peer nodes from
other members in your network through this endpoint to endorse transactions.

4.7 Case Study 7 - Google
Company Name

Alphabet Inc. - Google LLC (subsidiary)

Industry

Cloud computing, Computer software,
Computer hardware, Artificial Intelligence, Advertising

Headquarters

Menlo Park, California, U.S.

Founded

September 1998

Founder & CEO

Larry Page (Founder)
Sergey Brin (Founder)
Sundar Pichai (CEO)

Workforce

100,000+

Nasdaq Ticker

GOOG
GOOGL

Net Income

$14 billion

Total Assets

$131 billion

Google LLC is a subsidiary company of Alphabet Inc. specializing in Internet-related services and products, including online advertising technologies,
search engines, cloud computing, software, and hardware. The American
company is considered one of the big four technology companies in the
world and offers more than one hundred products and services.45
Products & Services
Google has more than 100 services and products, but due to the limitation on
this study, we only have chosen the top 5 most-used and worldwide.
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Google Search Engine (Google.com)
Google Search Engine is undoubtedly the most popular and widely utilized
search engine in the world. Accordingly, Google holds more than 70 percent
of the web search engine market share. The majority of the websites we know
also get most of their search engine traffic from Google.
Google Chrome
Google Chrome has also become the most widely used web browser in the
world among all classes. Developed by Google, it was the first browser to surpass the renowned Mozilla Firefox in market shares. It is available for Windows, OS X, Linux, Android, and iOS.
Gmail
Used for people and professionals, Gmail is considered one of the best free
email services in the world. Besides, most of the mid-sized companies based
in the USA use Gmail for email purposes. Although Microsoft is among the
giants, Gmail is the most widely used free email service worldwide. It also
includes popular features such as Google Drive and Google Photos.
Android
Currently, consumers use either iOS or Android. There is no room for competition in the market, and the Linux-based mobile OS developed by Google is
one of the most significant technological projects ever invented. Android
includes smartphones, tablets, computers, televisions, wearable devices, and
even some cars.
YouTube
YouTube almost needs no introduction. It is a Google subsidiary and was created by three former PayPal employees. Acquired in 2006 by Google, it has
become a trend among the younger classes and, today, and used by almost
all consumers of online platforms. YouTube is considered the standard platform for online video watching.
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Brief History
Google was founded in September 1998 by Larry Page and Sergey Brin while
both were Ph.D. students. Google's original purpose was to create algorithms to help people sort information quickly through the rapidly increasing
amount of content being updated online. Through its powerful Search
Engine, the noun Google became a verb, which shows us the scale of its success.
Incorporated as a California privately held company in 1998, Google went
through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) in 2004 to move its headquarters to
Mountain View in California, building the Googleplex.
In August 2015, Google announced plans to reorganize its various interests
as a conglomerate called Alphabetic Inc., becoming its principal subsidiary.
Currently, Google offers 109 products and services, all counting with billions
of users.
Today, Google.com is the most widely visited website worldwide, and a
significant part of its services are listed in the top 100 most visited websites,
including YouTube and Blogger. In 2017, it was considered the most valuable brand in the world.

Main Drivers of Success
1. Google: The Problem-Solver
Google has a prominent place not only in the business world but in people's
lives. Whenever people need information, they immediately think of Google.
It has more than 100 services, but Google started with its most essential product until today, its search engine, and this powerful mechanism remains free.
In short, Google is successful primarily because it has managed to become
the default place where users go if they want to solve a problem.
2. Most of Google's Services are Free
In the users' eyes, Google does not sell information directly but raises billions
from advertising. Google Search Engine returns around 1 billion search
results globally every day and, in parallel, serves up billions of ads alongside.
Through its advertising revenues, Google is capable of offering a totally free
search engine used by everyone. Beyond its Search Engine, Google counts
with its giant YouTube, Gmail, and other applications that are mostly free to
ordinary users.
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3. Targeted Advertising
Google incorporates two primary services to its advertising tools used for
most of the companies around the world. Google AdWords and Google
AdSense work in parallel to analyze and target advertisement campaigns to
optimize results.
4. Happy Employees
Google is well-known to take care of its employees. The company provides
healthcare services, leisure activities, and rewards to its workers and guarantees that each activity contains a personal and professional relevance for
each of the team members.
5. Smart Creative Teams
In its published book named How Google Works, Eric Schmidt, Google's
former chief executive, and Jonathan Rosenberg, a former senior product
manager at Google, firmly affirm that the secret of success doesn't depend so
much on education in specific disciplines. In their opinion, it depends on the
employees' capacity to think analytically and to adopt that mindset at work.

Google Cloud Blockchain Platform
Blockchain

Google Cloud Blockchain Platform

Frameworks

Ethereum; Chainlink; Cypherium

Launched

February 2019

Investment

1 billion

Key Features

BaaS; Hybrid Blockchain; White-Label; Cloud Services;
Unified Schema;

Google Cloud Blockchain Platform is a Blockchain-as-a-Service46 (BaaS)
system implemented in early 2019, which means that Google’s blockchain is
open for external developers to deploy their own DApps. However, Google
has been using blockchain technology internally for a long time, namely
using it in its Google Cloud services from the beginning.
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In February 2018, Google started unveiling its DLT cloud initiative. The first
pair of offerings were Digital Asset and the BlockApps Ethereum-compliant
blockchain. Later in 2018, Google began to offer Hyperledger Fabric and
Ethereum services. Yet in 2018, Google partnered with the blockchain company Cypherium to provide a broader spectrum of services.47
Around one year later, Google implemented as one of its Google Cloud services BaaS allowing the development of DApps through Ethereum and
Chainlink smart-contracts. Also included in the launch, the blockchain data
sets have been standardized into what Google calls a "unified schema."
Finally, Google masters the art of using blockchain internally but, when it
comes to cloud computing, Google is far behind Amazon and Microsoft,
direct competitors of the giant. In 2019, Google pocketed an estimated $3
billion in revenue from decentralized cloud services. Meanwhile, Amazon
and Microsoft generated about $27 billion and $10 billion, respectively.

Key Features of Blockchain

Source: Google Cloud (2020)

Google as a BaaS
From 2019, the Google Blockchain platform works as BaaS. In partnership
with platforms such as Ethereum, Cypherium, and Chainlink, Google offers
several options to developers.
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Hybrid Blockchain
Google currently works with eight public blockchains. Notably, such a
system, appropriately named Google Cloud Public Datasets Program, would
give Dapps the ability to call blockchain data from a wealthy range of options.
White-Label with Google
Google recently announced that it now offers a white-label version of its
distributed digital ledger. It allows developers or manufacturers to rebrand
their products or services as their own using Google blockchain services.
Google Cloud Decentralized Services
Google Cloud was the first service to use blockchain. Currently, all Google
storage is done via either blockchain or SQL, both decentralized ledgers,
which means users can benefit from security for their storage through
Google Cloud services.
Unified Schema
Google uses a technology named Unified Schema, meaning the data is structured in a uniform and easy-to-access way. By ensuring this level of consistency across data sets, Google hopes to make it easier for data scientists, auditors, and investigators to produce comparative statements about transactions in the supported blockchains.

4.8 Case Study 8 - Samsung
Company Name

Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.

Industry

Textile, Aerospace industry, Electronics,
Home appliance Semiconductor, Smartphone
Manufacturing, Electronic system

Headquarters

Seoul, South Korea

Founded

March 1, 1938

Founder & CEO

Founder: Lee Byung-Chull
Chairman: Lee Kun-Hee
CEO: Koh Dong Jin, Kim Ki Nam, and Kim Hyun Suk

Workforce

300,000 - 305,000

Nasdaq Ticker

SSNLF

Net Income

$189 billion

Total Assets

$309 billion
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Samsung is a multinational and largest business conglomerate based in
Seoul, South Korea. The corporation comprises numerous subsidiary and
affiliated businesses, most of them united under the Samsung brand. Samsung has been a world-renowned brand due to its manufactured electronics
and appliances.
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., the flagship company of Samsung is the
world's largest manufacturer of consumer electronics and semiconductors.48
In parallel, Samsung also has a diversified group of companies that focus on
construction, engineering, insurance, hospitality, and advertising. It has
become one of the most recognizable brand names in technology and produces about a fifth of South Korea’s total exports.
Subsidiary Companies
Samsung Electronics, Samsung Engineering, Samsung C&T Corporation,
Samsung Heavy Industries, Samsung SDS, Samsung Life Insurance,
Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance, Cheil Worldwide

Products & Services
Samsung Electronics
Samsung Electronics is one of the biggest manufacturers of electronics and
home appliances worldwide. This company is also the biggest contributor to
revenues within Samsung corporation. Samsung is a household brand today
due to its television, appliances and smartphone products.
Samsung Engineering
Established in 1970, Samsung Engineering serves as the first engineering
firm in Korea. It is an engineering, procurement, and construction company
that provides full-range engineering services including feasibility studies,
design, procurement, construction, and commissioning.
Samsung C&T Corporation
Samsung C&T Corporation was founded in 1938 as a parent company of
Samsung Group established to engage in overseas business. The company
has been largely focused on global engineering and construction projects,
trade and investment, hotels and resorts.
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Samsung Heavy Industries
Samsung Heavy Industries is one of the largest shipbuilders in the world and
one of the "Big Three" shipbuilders of South Korea. The company facilitates
the operations of Geoje Shipyard, Pangyo R&D Center, and Daeduk R&D
Center. It has eight branch offices overseas and two manufacturing sub-companies.
Samsung SDS
Established in 1985, Samsung SDS, is a subsidiary of the Samsung group
focused on providing digital and information technology services. The company facilitates consulting services, technical services, and outsourcing services.
Samsung Life Insurance
Samsung Life Insurance is a South Korean multinational insurance company
that provides a broad spectrum of life insurance plans. It is considered the
largest insurance company in South Korea.
Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance
Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance offers industrial businesses with automobile insurance, long-term insurance, and commercial insurance. It also provides enterprise risk management services. The company has seven overseas
subsidiaries located in Indonesia, Vietnam, China, Brazil, Europe, US, and Singapore.
Cheil Worldwide
Cheil Worldwide is a marketing company owned by Samsung group. Its services include advertising, public relations, shopper marketing, sports marketing, and digital marketing. Established in 1973, it now has over 40 offices and
7 affiliate companies. The company also bills itself as an integrated marketing
solutions provider.

Brief History
In 1938, Samsung was founded as a general retail store in the Northern Province of Kyungsang in South Korea. Samsung was initially involved in textile,
insurance, fertilizer manufacturing, and broadcasting until the 1970s.
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The company merged with Japan’s NEC in 1970 forming Samsung Electronic
Devices (Samsung-NEC). This opened the way for Samsung to produce televisions, calculators, refrigerators, air conditioners, and washing machines. Samsung also expanded into the semiconductor industry by acquiring Korea Semiconductor company.
In 1988, both electronic and semiconductor companies merged into one as
Samsung Semiconductor and Communication, establishing the current-day
Samsung Electronics Ltd. Since 2002, Samsung became the world’s largest
manufacturer of LCD television. In 2014, it ranked top 13 in the Fortune Global
500 List. When Lee Kun-Hee took the chairman position in 1993, Samsung
began adopting aggressive branding and advertising strategies which drive
the growth in overseas sales.

Main Drivers of Success
The listed determiners for the corporation’s success are referenced from the
book entitled “Strategy for Korea's Economic Success” by author Hwy-Chang
Moon.
1. Top-Down Management
The top-down management style was recognized as a key factor to Samsung’s overall speed. This approach enabled key people to execute tasks
given with general instructions and utilize their expertise to act accordingly. It
was deemed faster and flexible in responding to rapidly changing external
conditions.
2. Developing Technologies by Benchmarking
Samsung’s technology innovation was driven by the company’s openness in
innovations and its pursuit of outside knowledge. Samsung took hold of the
latest technologies through benchmarking and improving technologies
acquired from various methods including mergers and acquisitions (M&A),
technology agreements, recruitment, strategic partnerships, and overseas
R&D.
3. Effective Diversification of Business Structure
Samsung’s competitiveness was due to its diverse business portfolio interoperating in one ecosystem. Samsung was able to quickly develop new products compared to their global competitors due to its access to related businesses that are easily tapped from the development phase to product marketing.
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4. Crisis Culture Adaptive to New Markets
Competition is also ingrained in the company culture along with a sense of
urgency. They call it the Crisis Culture, where complacency is not tolerated
and the staff should always be ready to adjust to new developments and
shifts as the market changes. To stay ahead, Samsung's business model has
focused on vertically integrating supply chains to facilitate faster production.
5. Hiring the Best Talents in the World
As Samsung corporation is one of the leading companies in South Korea, the
company attracts the best talents from the best universities. With a competitive culture, Samsung has been very rigid in hiring capable and talented individuals within its industrious workforce. Furthermore, to be able to penetrate
the international market they hire a culturally-diverse workforce to ensure
Samsung presents the right cultural approach in marketing its brand and
products to the world.

Samsung Blockchain
Blockchain

Samsung Blockchain SDK, Samsung Nexledger

Frameworks

Bitcoin, Ethereum, Klaytn, Stellar, and Tron49

Launched

April 2019

Investment

$2.9 million

Key Features

Samsung Nextledger, Samsung SDK - Developer
Toolkit, Samsung KeyStore - Cold Wallet
BankSign (Nexledger-based co-verification system)
DELIVER (blockchain network connector)

The Samsung SDS introduces Nexledger, an enterprises-ready blockchain
platform that offers an efficient approach to enterprise blockchain integration. Nexledger Universal offers a standardized service API by integrating a
wide variety of blockchain consensus algorithms. It enables businesses to
direct their efforts in giving business value without the need to pore over
complex consensus algorithms. Samsung SDS’s blockchain can be integrated with AI and IoT to uncover new business opportunities across industries
including finance, logistics, manufacturing and government.50
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Meanwhile, the Samsung Blockchain Software Development Kit (SDK) makes
it easy for developers to build decentralized applications (DApps) and publish it on Samsung's mobile ecosystem. It offers a simplified process in managing blockchain accounts and conducting transactions by abstracted transfer APIs for each type of ledger system. SDK also has developed a blockchain
browser solution called Cucumber. The Samsung Blockchain Platform SDK
currently supports Ethereum and TRON. All DApps developed can be linked
with Samsung Blockchain Keystore or Ledger’s device.
Key Features of Samsung NexLedger Universal
Samsung Nexledger Universal is a cloud-based Platform-as-a-service (PaaS)
enterprise platform designed as a ready-made blockchain solution for enterprises51
1. Cloud Service
Easily deploy and scale a bl Nexledger Universal. If you are considering
blockchain deployment, request a testnet to experience Nexledger’s standard API and SDK yourself. Allows quick and easy blockchain deployment via
Nexledger service APIs. New API services are continuously being added.

Source: SamsungSDS.com (2020)
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2. Fast Transaction throughput (Nexledger Accelerator)
Nexledger Accelerator, Samsung SDS’s proprietary technology that speeds
up blockchain transaction throughput. It is a network performance enhancement tool that accelerates throughput by 8 to 10 times compared to Hyperledger Fabric. It enhances speed in batch processing and insertion procedures between the blockchain platform and client. The Nexledger Accelerator can be integrated with any blockchain to improve its performance.
3. Interoperability
After deployment of blockchain services using standardized API, developers
have the freedom to choose a consensus algorithm. The consensus are
based on three core blockchain networks options ready to be deployed in
accordance to their business needs. The three blockchains are:
Nexledger N: Uses Samsung SDS’s proprietary Nexledger Consensus Algorithm (NCA)
Nexledger H: Uses Crash Fault Tolerance (CFT) and powered by Hyperledger Fabric
Nexledger E: Uses Proof of Authority (PoA) and powered by Ethereum
4. Security
Blockchain’s inherent characteristics that basically promote security. Samsung SDS adds even stronger security with the introduction of stringent node
and key management, along with data encryption and personal information
protection features to ensure enterprises their data is safe and protected by
the latest technology.
5. Enterprise-level management monitoring
Nexledger has powerful management monitoring of blockchain systems
optimized for business environments and allows strict node access control.
The dashboard shows node, system resources, transaction status, and
detailed Queries transaction history. It also displays performance status at a
glance and can facilitate immediate anomaly detection and remediation via
chain & node management.52
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Source: SamsungSDS.com (2020)

Key Features of the Samsung Blockchain SDK
Samsung SDK is capable of facilitating secure key management, account
management, data retrieval, remittance, cryptocurrency payment Solutions
with user interface (UI), and Web-based DApp integration.53 Below are the
following features of each component.

Source: Samsung Developers Youtube Channel (2019)
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1. Abstracted HD Wallet
Samsung Blockchain Keystore (SBK), a secure built-in cold wallet in Galaxy
devices. It enabled easy account creation for cryptocurrency secure storage.
It provides an extended public key and an algorithm code for developers to
utilize.
2. Easy Connect Feature
Easy Connect is a hardware wallet manager that allows dApps to link to cold
wallets. It supports both Samsung SDK cold wallet built-in on succeeding S10
model and Nano X & Nano S by Ledger. It serves as an innovative solution to
allow secure signing in on DApp to access user’s hardware wallet.
3.Transactional Manager
The transactional management features an Abstracted API that allows the
smooth transaction over the blockchain. Send raw transfer to Ethereum, Easy
Retrieve Data from Smart Contract, and allow send raw transaction. ETH and
TRX are supported for raw transaction transfers; specifically, ERC20, ERC72,
TRC10, and TRC20.54
4. Cucumber
Cucumber is a dedicated mobile DApp browser which is built using Android
WebView for web DApps. It can show payment UI to users by listening to the
transaction that occurred on the browser. The transfer result will be returned
to DApp. Cucumber can help web-based DApp integration into mobile environments without any change on web code.
5. Simple Payment User Interface
The Blockchain Platform SDK introduces Samsung Simple Payment UI with
cryptocurrency payments based on Ethereum and Tron. This simple payment
UI feature is embedded in the SDK and would not need further requirements
on UI components.
6. Web DApp Integration via Cucumber
A component DApp Browser built using Android Web view. It allows using
web-base DApps and implementing web3.js without the need to change the
web code. It covers two main APIs needed to facilitate transactions with a
hardware wallet.
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4.9 Case Study 9 - JPMorgan and Chase
Company Name

JPMorgan Chase & Co.

Industry

Banking, Financial Services

Headquarters

New York City, New York, U.S

Founded

September 1799

Founder & CEO

John Pierpont Morgan (Founder)
Currently - Jamie Dimon (Chairman & CEO)

Workforce

250,000+

S&P Ticker

JPM

Net Income

2.687 trillion US Dollars

Total Assets

36.431 billion US Dollars

JPMorgan Chase & Co. is an American multinational financial services company based in New York, USA. It is ranked in S&P Global as one of the largest
banks in the United States occupying the 6th place on a global scale. It occupies a position among top American banks such as Bank of America, Citigroup, and Wells Fargo. It is considered a universal brand and a custodian
bank.

Products & Services
Investment Banking
JP Morgan scores as its most prominent asset the vastness and depth of its
client base. Within Investment Banking, which is one of its primary services,
the firm works with a broad spectrum of issuer clients, including corporations,
institutions, and governments. It also provides comprehensive strategic
advice, capital raising, and risk management expertise.
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Asset Management
JP Morgan is one of the biggest banks in providing its clients with strategies
and expertise that span throughout an entire scope of asset classes through
its network of professionals working worldwide. JP Morgan Asset Management is the leading asset manager for both individuals and institutions.
Private Banking
As an international bank, JP Morgan's Private Banking is one of the largest
worldwide. It works with financial products and services designed for individuals or families with a high net worth. It adequates traditional banking services in a custom-personalized accompaniment to optimize their earnings.
Private Wealth Management
Along with its private banking services for wealthy people, JP Morgan uses
the Private Wealth Management service to increase individuals' wealth as
well as its own. By effectively growing its clients' revenue, the financial firm
increases the sales in its investment products.
Treasury Services
As one of the world's largest full-service providers, JP Morgan's Treasury Services delivers domestic and international cash management, trade finance,
FX, and escrow solutions to corporations, financial institutions, public and
private agencies, among plenty others.

Brief History
With traced roots from 1799 in New York City, the JP Morgan firm was built on
the grounds of more than 1,200 predecessor institutions. These enterprises
came together over the years to form one of the largest banks in the world.
The most significant firms for JP Morgan's institution as we know today include
renowned heritage organizations including J.P. Morgan & Co., The Chase
Manhattan Bank, Bank One, Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., Chemical Bank,
The First National Bank of Chicago, National Bank of Detroit, The Bear Stearns
Companies Inc., Robert Fleming Holdings, Cazenove Group, and the business
acquired in the WaMu transaction.
Currently, JPM is one of the oldest financial institutions worldwide, with a presence in over 100 markets and with more than 250,000 employees.
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Main Drivers of Success
Disclaimer: All the information below is presented in the JP Morgan and Chase
Report How We Do Business- The Report55
1. An Impressive History
The first reason for JP Morgan's current success comes from its history. The
firm is a composite of the most prestigious American organizations of all
time. Part of its history is also various earned prizes during the years. When
compared with the investment banking market, JP Morgan leads sixteen
sub-categories in twenty-four.
2. Corporate Culture
In a published study called How We Do Business, JP Morgan admits having
corporate standards to guarantee their success. Through business principles,
code of conduct, and code of ethics specifically designed for finance professionals, JP Morgan formalized its corporate standards strictly.
3. Well-trained and Motivated Employees
JP Morgan's employees shall live and breathe the embodiment of its culture.
The company seeks to align all phases of its employees' life cycle from the
recruitment process until career development and training, compensations,
and promotions.
4. Cybersecurity at Its Core
JP Morgan defends the information of its customers, employees, and company's cyber assets through powerful security tools and hiring the best professionals in the world. JP Morgan Chase proudly states that despite malicious
attempts during the time, there is no harm to its customers in its history.
5. Investing in Technology
JP Morgan considers technology a critical tool in enhancing its control efforts
to automate processes and reduce complexity while improving its services'
accuracy. The company invested billions in implementing technology
improvements related to AML and KYC programs.
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JP Morgan and Chase Quorum Blockchain
Blockchain

JPM Quorum Blockchain

Frameworks

Ethereum

Launched

2015

Investment

10 billion

Key Features

High-speed and high-throughput network;
privacy; GPL/LGPL; Zero-knowledge Security Layer;
Hybrid Consensus (RAFT, IBFT, and Clique PoA)

Quorum Description
Quorum blockchain is an enterprise-focused, open-source version of Ethereum created by J.P. Morgan.56 It was developed thinking on applications
requiring high speed and high throughput processing of private transactions
within a permissioned group of known participants.
Quorum is a private blockchain using Ethereum coding and EVM while adding
some unique security features and vote system to validate blocks. It provides
private smart contracts' execution and enterprise-grade performance with a
single architecture.
JP Morgan's blockchain is designed to address specific challenges to blockchain technology adoption within the financial industry. Quorum is GPL/LGPL
licensed, just like Ethereum.57 This ensures that the platform will be free to use
in perpetuity and encourages experimentation.
Finally, the blockchain is designed to develop and evolve alongside Ethereum. Because it minimally modifies Ethereum's core, Quorum is able to incorporate the majority of Ethereum updates quickly and seamlessly.
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Key Features of the Blockchain

Source: Ledger Insights

Strong privacy
Private information is never transmitted to network participants. Private data
is encrypted and only shared directly with relevant parties, and the platform
uses Zero-knowledge Security Layer.58
Hybrid Algorithm
JP Morgan blockchain Quorum uses three different algorithms to correspond to various users' expectations and to guarantee fairness. It uses
Proof-of-Authority (PoA), RAFT, and IBFT.
Permissioning
Quorum's smart-contract is based on a permissioning model. It guarantees
flexibility to suit every organization structure.
Quorum-Cloud Simple integration
With quorum-cloud, developers can quickly deploy Quorum across different
cloud environments. They can also use Docker for seamless cross-environment integration.
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Compatibility with Various Tools
The open-source Quorum works with multiple seamless existing tools, such
as Truffle, MetaMask, Remix, and OpenZeppelin, to name a few. All the tools
are ready to apply when using Quorum.

4.10 Case Study 10 - ING GROUP
Company Name

ING (International Netherlands Group)

Industry

Banking and Finance

Headquarters

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Founded

1991

CEO

Ralph Hamers

Workforce

50,000 ~ 65,000

Nasdaq Ticker

ING

Net Income

$35.254 billion (2018)

Total Assets

$967 billion (2018)

The ING Group NV (Internationale Nederlanden Groep) is a Dutch multinational banking and financial services corporation headquartered in Amsterdam. Its primary operation includes the provision of financial products, investments, life, and non-life insurance, and retirement and asset management services. ING was established in 1991 by a merger venture between Dutch insurer Nationale-Nederlanden and national postal bank NMB Postbank.59
Retail Banking
Separate to ING Direct businesses, ING offers retail banking services in Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Poland, Romania, Czech
Republic, Turkey, Thailand, China and Australia. Non-retail private banking
services are offered in the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland
and various countries in Asia and Central Europe.
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Direct Banking
ING offers branchless banking with operations in Australia, France, Italy,
Spain, Germany and Austria. It offers services over the counter, web, phone,
ATM or by mail. The service concentrates on simple interest-bearing savings
accounts for retail customers. Originally created as ING Direct, these branches were renamed to ING between 2017 and 2019.
Private Banking
ING offers branchless banking with operations in Australia, France, Italy,
Spain, Germany, and Austria. It offers services over the counter, web, phone,
ATM or by mail. The service concentrates on simple interest-bearing savings
accounts for retail customers. Originally created as ING Direct, these branches were renamed to ING between 2017 and 2019.
Wholesale Banking
ING Wholesale Banking provides banking and financial services to corporations and other institutions. The primary geographic focus of the wholesale
banking business is the Netherlands, Belgium, Poland, and Romania, where
it offers a range of products, from cash management to corporate finance.
Elsewhere, it takes a more selective approach to clients and products.
Investment Banking
ING Investment Funds Inc is an equity mutual fund management firm. The
Company's line of business includes issuing shares, managing investment
funds, and mutual fund sales.
Insurance
ING's insurance business operates throughout America, Asia and Europe.
They provide a list of services. offers pension, insurance and asset management services. They serve individuals, families, small businesses, large corporations, institutions, and governments. Analysts estimate that the insurance
arm is worth up to €16 billion.
Asset Management
ING Investment Management manages assets for institutional clients, fund
distributors and ING labels, with approximately €326 billion in AUM. Over
3,200 professionals manage client funds globally. In June 2014, ING
announced the IPO of its investment management arm as part of a wider corporate restructuring.
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Subsidiary Companies
ING Finansal Kiralama A.Ş. (ING Leasing), ING Finansal Kiralama A.Ş.
(ING Leasing), ING Faktoring A.Ş. (ING Factoring), and
ING Menkul Değerler A.Ş. (ING Securities).60

Main Drivers of Success
1. Maximizing Data Resource
With the help of advanced technology systems integrated in ING banking
processes, ING utilizes and values their data resources to understand its customers better and adhere to its customer’s changing needs.
2. Adopting Innovations
ING always strived to be ahead in providing convenient and secure banking
experience by embracing innovations in a faster manner. They are up to date
on the existing emerging technologies and explore its efficiency within their
system.
3. Constant Improvement
ING claims to always think beyond traditional banking to develop new services and business models that will be a solution to current market conditions, business landscapes, and customer needs.
4. Nurturing Relationships
Customer satisfaction is the primary concern of every business. ING ensures
its customers are attentively served to gain trust. This is part of the company’s
strategy to drive the number of retail customers with more than one ING
product.
5. Empowering Customer Experience
ING strives to simplify and standardize their products and processes to
enhance their total operations flow. They aim to facilitate a standard where
customers will have the same empowering ING experience from anywhere in
the world.
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ING Group Blockchain Integration
Blockchain:

ING DLT, Easy Connect 1, Easy Connect 2, Komgo,
Minehub, and Vakt

Frameworks

Ethereum

Launched

2017

Investment

$107 million to R3 Corda (A leading blockchain
development company)

Key Features

Zero-knowledge range proof (ZKRP), Zero-knowledge
set membership (ZKSM), and Bulletproof
44 Proof-of-Concepts and 5 pilot proofs

Since 2014 ING has been working with Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT),
including blockchain. Since then, ING has been an enthusiastic adopter of
blockchain technology recruiting technologists, mathematicians, cryptologists, economists, and business experts as part of its blockchain innovation
team.
The investment resulted in a range of deployments across multiple business
sectors, including payments, trade finance and working capital solutions,
financial markets, bank treasury, lending, and compliance and identity. The
group has taken part in several successful blockchain platforms launched
across several sectors including energy, crude oil, soybeans, metals and
mining.
Launched in 2017, Easy Trading Connect was a winning project of the Innovation Bootcamp 2016, an ING initiative that challenges employees worldwide
to come up with smart ideas to empower customers. Since then, ING has
invested their resources and gave its attention to blockchain technology.
They joined partnerships with other major industry players to develop blockchain-based commodities trade finance platforms. ING, along with Komgo
and Vakt are members of the Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA).61
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Key Blockchain Features:
Zero-knowledge range proof (ZKRP)
ING Blockchain team launched the ZKRP on Ethereum network in 2017, ZKRP
enabled numerical data to be validated within a number range. Its main purpose is to facilitate validation without the need to acquire the customer's specific numbers or information一 protecting the ING customer’s privacy. A limitation of ZKRP is, however, that it can be used for numeric intervals only, and
it is not possible to use a generic set.
Based on its whitepaper, ING practically apply a ZKRP on the following situations:
Proving salary is sufficient to rent a house, or obtain a mortgage, without
revealing the exact number.
Proving that a payment amount is within a limit, without showing the exact
amount.
Zero-Knowledge Set Membership (ZKSM)
ING enhanced the ZKRP took the solution a step further and introduced
ZKSM, which goes beyond numerical data to include other types of information, like locations and names. This made the new code, ZKSM, more powerful.
In the context of DLT applications, it is possible to use Zero Knowledge Set
Membership to validate user information without revealing it. A possible scenario is to perform KYC operations. For example, it would be possible to validate that the country of residence of a user is one belonging to the European
Union, without revealing which country.
Based on its whitepaper, ING can upgrade validations with ZKSM given the
following case:
Also as location based proof, proving that a person is in a country, without
revealing my exact location.
It can prove the person is part of the European Union without the need to
know the exact country of citizenship.
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ING Bulletproof
After releasing the two successful zero-knowledge proofs implementations,
ING introduced another blockchain breakthrough, the Bulletproof protocol.
Bulletproof is an implementation of research carried out by Bünz and team
and Stanford, University College of London, and Blockstream.62
Bulletproofs are short non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs that require no
trusted setup. Compared to previous zero-knowledge proofs, the bulletproof is made faster than previous and doesn’t need a trusted setup. This
means that there is no secret value that can be taken advantage of by the
setup parameters creator, providing a higher degree of trust within the network.63
The solution is designed to keep information on a ledger private and can
facilitate efficient confidential transactions in cryptocurrencies. It can be used
to convince a verifier that an encrypted plaintext is well formed.

Collaboration Blockchain Projects:
1.Easy Trading Connect 1 (ECT-1)
Easy Trading Connect is a blockchain-based digital platform for the energy
commodity trading industry. In partnership with Societe Generale, ECT-1 was
the prototype used by an oil cargo transaction in February 2012, an initiative
led by an energy consortium aiming to offer ‘blockchain-based’ services to
the energy sector.64
2. Easy Trading Connect 2 (ECT-2)
Following the success of ECT1 in the energy sector, the enhanced platform
was used to execute a soybean shipment transaction from the United States
to China. The transaction, which mirrored the paper-based process, demonstrated significant efficiency improvements for all participants in the chain
with time spent on processing documents resulting in data being reduced
fivefold.65
3. VAKT
A platform that digitalizes the post trade process of energy commodities. It is
backed up by major energy companies, banks and traders. The private
launch sees backers BP, Shell, Equinor, Gunvor and Mercuria go live on the
system. VAKT has created a secure, real-time blockchain-based digital platform, working with global software consultancy ThoughtWorks and underpinned by JPMorgan’s Quorum private distributed ledger.66
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4. Komgo.io
ING executed the first commodity transaction on Komgo, a blockchain-based
platform that securely transmits commodity transactions. Komgo.io is a
blockchain project part of an emerging global ecosystem aiming to optimise
the whole flow of physical commodity operations.67
5. Minehub
Minehub is a Digital Ledger Technology (DLT) company that was built using
Hyperledger Fabric in collaboration with IBM, the MineHub platform to cut
down the processes and paperworks for transport, invoicing, and payments
in the mining industry. is an innovative technology company developing a
new generation of cost saving applications for the mining and metals industry.68
6. HQLAx application
ING has invested in securities lending platform HQLAx, which went live in
December 2019. HQLAx application enables market participants to redistribute their collateral by exchanging the ownership of tokenized securities on
Corda’s blockchain platform. It uses blockchain to facilitate efficient and
high-speed trading of high quality liquid assets (HQLA).
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5. External Company Case Study Comparative Analysis
5.1 Blockchain Industry Case Study: A Brief Analysis
We have conducted an in-depth comparative case study research on four
blockchain companies. The selected four companies have shown promising
potential as a progressing start-up existing in the industry today. Each company selected for this study has its own unique focus, but still is alike with TNC
in harnessing blockchain technology to introduce innovations.
We present below a detailed table to show a clear comparison among the
four companies and TNC. The four highlighted companies were carefully
chosen based on their technological and operational capabilities. These
companies have established themselves in the market with products of
proven quality and services distinguished by international media channels.
This analysis highlights the capabilities of each company from their workforce, community, media exposure, and products, also considering the
scope that they can individually reach. TNC will be compared with SimplyVital Health, ixo Foundation, Ripe.io, and Gem, respectively. The referred companies greatly contribute to the betterment of several areas such as healthcare, social development, agriculture, and cryptocurrency.
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Blockchain Case Study Comparison Table
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5.2 SimplyVital Health SWOT Analysis

The brief analysis presented in the previous section, together with the
research performed for this SWOT analysis, made it clear that SimplyVital
Health has a substantial value to offer to the American healthcare sector. The
company benefits from the well-established Tamarin Brand Identity and from
its innovative project of implementing telemedicine, teletriage, and remote
care.
After gathering a generous community, Tamarin Health decided to invest in
telemedicine secured by blockchain technology. However, this takes us to
the project's weaknesses, namely the lack of trust in telemedicine by patients
around the world and, principally, the lack of security since it was not initially
powered by blockchain.
Hence, SimplyVital Health also counts with a modest team of employees,
which limits the development and improvement of all features related to
blockchain. We shall also consider the lack of blockchain developers in the
markets and the fact that it is a technology still partially unknown, which
demands more significant know-how, and larger teams.
In fact, TNC has a smaller community, which can be explained by the time it is
in the market and also by the importance of debating health issues in the
media. Despite its brilliant path, the healthcare company cannot compete
with TNC's numbers. TNC's workforce has 300 employees, taking into
account that this number is set to increase with an expanding business scope
including blockchain-related services in various industries. Finally, and
despite its short history, TNC presents an impressive amount of offered products; a number also intended to grow.
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5.3 ixo Foundation SWOT Analysis

With a worthy cause and with a considerably broader scope than the previous candidate, the ixo Foundation enters the blockchain scene to offer a
platform dedicated to developers who want to support the United Nations'
17 Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs) projects.
With a noble initiative, it welcomes all companies that intend to participate in
this UN cause, the iox Foundation has a long way to go to fortify its community. With humble numbers, the company also focuses on a single goal to be
completed in 2030, with no prospect of aggregating other initiatives.
The company has a noble cause to implement blockchain. Its ambitious project is dedicated to the eradication of hunger, poverty, and the improvement
of education, to name a few. However, the team, which is also small compared to the TNC, will certainly face difficulties in fulfilling large projects if
they continue to increase.
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5.4 Ripe.io SWOT Analysis

Ripe.io is a blockchain-based company that offers two compelling products:
a blockchain platform that already has winning partnerships and an efficient
supply chain recognized by the media.
As its market tarket is limited to agriculture, Ripe.io aims to ensure more
transparency in the whole supply chain process across the USA. With cutting-edge technologies and a team of almost 50 employees, everything the
company proposes seems to be successfully achieved.
In the end, the only striking limitations of this company are the seasonality
natural to agricultural practices and the high competition in the food market
regarding non-biological giant producers. That said, its technological capacity is stable and operational as well, but the market extension is minimal, limiting only in the area of agriculture and, for now, the American market.
Once again, TNC's workforce is far from reaching these numbers and continues to stand out. The number of employees, though, is justified by the ambition to pave all the markets possibly benefiting from blockchain networks,
thus, needing a more extensive workforce.
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5.5 Gem SWOT Analysis

Gem is a company dedicated exclusively to the cryptocurrency market. As
previously explained it represents an app working as a complete portfolio
where investors can track and monitor their investments in more than 20
different exchanges.
The company has its own blockchain and offers a comprehensive application
to its users. It has been on the market since 2013 and claims to have developed services for external companies like Toyota, but at the moment, the
main highlight is the Gem App, the portfolio for crypto.
The numbers are not impressive for a company that was founded in 2013;
however, it has proven itself in the global press and is acclaimed by various
media as being an application for the future.
When compared with TNC, alongside all previous companies, it shows a
reduced scope. Although it claims to want to expand to several areas, namely
health and financial, its services are for the time being limited to partnerships
with crypto exchanges for a larger dimension of the portfolio offered to users.
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5.6 Blockchain Company Case Study Conclusion
SimplyVital Health, ixo Foundation, Ripe.io, and Gem are four promising companies that have gained recognition within their own fields. It was primarily
because of their initiative to use blockchain technology. Blockchain has
offered everyone, including TNC, the opportunity to change the business
landscape by introducing a solution that can improve processes.
Along with TNC, all these companies have inserted efforts to build external
partner companies, grow their communities, and invest in their workforces.
These companies are part of diverse industries such as agriculture, health,
cryptocurrency, and social development, but, as we emphasize in our previous
opinion, we listed these companies as they set out to revolutionize an entire
business through blockchain technology.
When we consider all these companies, there are, in fact, exceptional services
which we cannot assess as service quality cannot be further examined in this
brief analysis. Nevertheless, TNC offers an impressive number of services,
especially given the time being in the market. In a matter of months, with the
potential of our initiative, we believe the business growth will accelerate in the
future.
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Global Enterprises Case Studies
TNC has the grand ambition of unifying the world of cryptocurrencies and
blockchain. In addition to offering a wide range of services to other companies, TNC stands out for its capacity to partner and merge in order to create
a giant enterprise with benefits for a generalized target audience.
As previously discussed in section 4, TNC performed case studies of blockchain companies but also companies that are role models. Firms like Apple,
Google, Samsung, and Amazon are role models for their capacity for innovation, their professional conduct, and the impact they have been creating in
the market. On the other hand, ING and JP Morgan are examples of successful institutions in the financial industry and role models for the optimization of
profits, for both TNC and partners or users.
In this sense, we will proceed to a SWOT analysis of the mentioned companies, thus evaluating their strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
for a better understanding of what moves us as a technological and financial
company.
Furthermore, we have dived deeper into their investment, exploration and
ventures on blockchain technology. We have observed how far every company has gone in terms of developing and harnessing the power of blockchain
technology whether within collaborative or independent initiatives.
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5.7 Enterprise Blockchain Advancements Comparison Table
(Part 1)

Company Name

Google

Amazon

Apple

Blockchain Projects

Internal Projects

Amazon Managed
Blockchain

Google Cloud
Blockchain Platform

Own Blockchain

None

Yes

Yes

Blockchain Focus

N/A

DApps Development

Cloud services

Frameworks

N/A

Ethereum
Hyperledger Fabric

Ethereum
Hyperledger Fabric
Cypherium
Chainlink

Consensus

N/A

Proof-of-Work
Pluggable Framework

Configurable
Consensus
Algorithms

Cryptocurrency

None

None

None

Token Compatibility

N/A

N/A

Bitcoin (BTC)
Ethereum (ERC20)
ERC721
(Non-Fungible Tokens)

Investment amount

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

Blockchain Services
Revenues

Undisclosed

$9.95 billion
[Amazon AWS
revenues Q4 2019]

Undisclosed
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Enterprise Blockchain Advancement Comparison Table
(Part 2)
Company Name

ING Group

JP Morgan

Samsung

Blockchain Projects

Samsung Nextledger
Samsung SDK - Developer
Toolkit
Samsung KeyStore - Cold
Wallet
External:
BankSign
(Co-verification system)
DELIVER
(blockchain network
connector)

Quorum

ING DLT
HQLAx
Easy Connect 1
Easy Connect 2
Minehub
Vankt
Komego

Own Blockchain

Yes

Yes

Yes

Blockchain Focus

Frameworks

Consensus

Cryptocurrency
Token Compatibility

Investment amount
Blockchain Services
Revenues

Enterprise Blockchain
Solutions
DApps Development
Cold Wallet Application
Enterprise Blockchain:
Ethereum
Hyperledger Fabric
DApps Development:
Ethereum
Tron
Nexledger Consensus
Algorithm

Rumored as future plans

Bitcoin (BTC)
Ethereum (ERC20)
Klaytn (KLAY)
Stellar (XLM)
Tron (TRX10 & TRX20)
$2.9 million

$635 million

Digital Payments

Ethereum

Hybrid RAFT
IBFT
PoA

JPM Coin

Bitcoin (BTC)
Ethereum (ERC20 and
ERC721)

$10 billion

Undisclosed

Banking DLT
Enterprise platforms

Ethereum

Zero-Knowledge Range
Proofs (ZKRP)
Zero-Knowledge Set
Memberships (ZKSM)
Bulletproofs
Developed 44 Proofs of
Concepts with 8 pilots
None

ERC-20

Undisclosed

Undisclosed
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5.8 Apple Inc. SWOT Analysis

As discussed in section 4, Apple is a world leader having pioneered many of
the technological products sold on the market today. With a brand renowned
around the world, its design is minimalist, and that is one of the brand benchmarks. Besides design, it is known for its simple and direct marketing, which
can reach the most unaware ears.
However, the brand faces brutal competition, and, unanimously, the competitors' practice lower and more attractive prices for the smartphone consumers. This point takes us to one of its strengths and one of its weaknesses:
Apple is made for a niche, giving a feeling of power to those who use branded products but not being accessible to everyone. In summary, what makes
Apple a unique brand is also what makes it weaker than competitors in the
market, namely its exclusivity.
Finally, and despite the competition, Apple strives for quality recognized
worldwide and remains true to its principles of innovation. In this sense, TNC
is on the same spectrum, having the will to continue to innovate and to always
produce more products and services. Apple is a role model for us for its cutting-edge technologies and for its ability to stand out every year, more than
once a year, with different and often unexpected products.
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Apple Blockchain Ventures
Apple isn't the only technology powerhouse eyeing blockchain but, according to several articles to be analyzed ahead, it is one of the significant technology companies that is least exposed to the blockchain phenomenon. Apple
is the only of the analyzed companies that have not yet become a blockchain
advocate over the past few years. However, Apple already applies blockchain
to a few services internally, services to be analyzed now in this section.69
Apple's first use of the blockchain, being published in August 2017,70
referred to the patent application with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
for a blockchain-based timestamp verification system. Since then, Apple has
announced some initiatives, without ever defining the creation of its own as a
service platform.
According to an article published in February 2019 by Coindesk,71 Apple
submitted an official publication 'Summary of Apple's Commitment to
Responsible Sourcing' containing indications about its possible interest in
blockchain tech.
In the giant's report, it is possible to observe the company's commitment "to
upholding human rights across its global network of suppliers that support
the manufacturing of its mobile communication and media devices, personal
computers, and related accessories."
Also, in 2019, it was stated in various news channels72 that Apple would be
using blockchain technology along with the Responsible Minerals Initiative to
ethically produce its gadgets.
In conclusion, and as shown in section 4, Apple has also stated that it is considering blockchain in the near future to ensure a less environmental impact
on its manufactures. Due to all the benefits pointed out over the past few
years to the blockchain, several enthusiasts hope that Apple will convert to
this modernization shortly. As of now, the company continues not to give
concrete opinions on the subject and uses the technology internally and for a
few purposes.
Blockchain-related milestones:
Internal use for timestamps validation
Internal use for manufacturing improvement
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5.9 Amazon SWOT Analysis

Amazon is one of the leading names in the e-commerce business. As an
e-commerce marketplace, Amazon.com’s operational analysis results to an
excellent grade. This review was based on a combination of factors including
price, ease of purchase, and customer satisfaction. Amazon was able to
slowly build its reputation by having an efficient logistics facility and high customer satisfaction ratings.
Amazon’s marketplace is doing great in its field of business. Despite being
one of the richest retailer companies today, Amazon lags behind in the
number of original products that it could sell on its own stores and patents as
their own.
In observing Amazon’s business, it is pioneering American company in the
e-commerce industry, greatly increasing the company’s odds for success.
Amazon is considered as the cornerstone not only by e-commerce marketplaces but the worldwide scene.
Furthermore, we take into account how Amazon challenges big names by
releasing their own products to rival established platforms like Chromecast
and Youtube of Google.
The company is continuously pursuing its way to penetrate markets to not
only lead in retail. TNC is in the same boat in creating its own enhanced platforms to compete with ones already established in the market.
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Amazon Blockchain Ventures
As of today, Amazon excels in online retail and logistics, they are diversifying
and going into cloud services as well. Amazon's decision to launch both the
Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric services means that it wants to straddle
the public and private cloud markets with its blockchain services.
As early of 2018, Amazon AWS has developed various IT solutions that can
assist developers into creating blockchain-based applications including AWS
Lambda, Amazon Kinesis, and Amazon Athena.
In the blockchain solution it offers, a Lambda function deploys a smart contract to the blockchain, runs transactions against the smart contract, and
listens for events on the smart contract and pushes those events to Amazon
Kinesis. Meanwhile, its blockchain analytics pipeline also interoperates with
other services such as Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose, Amazon Kinesis Data
Analytics, Amazon Kinesis Data Streams, and Amazon Athena. The platform’s
analytics dashboard built using Amazon QuickSight.73
Their investment in innovation and technology will allow the company to
further expand its digital products and enhance its services. The major advantage of Amazon is its sales channels. Amazon can easily enter manufacturing
and sell its products on its own online stores — accelerating product exposure
into a global market.
Blockchain-related milestones:
Introduction of Back-end as a Service (BaaS) product
Fully-managed blockchain
Easy community network building by AWS account creation
Scales to meet the demands of thousands of applications
Manage certificates
Private and Public blockchain networks
Highly scalable
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5.10 Samsung SWOT Analysis

Samsung has been recognized for its innovative technology and fast production. Through its rich history and significant economic contribution to South
Korea, Samsung has proven its adaptability to changing markets throughout
the years. Samsung also runs other diverse businesses such as ship building,
insurance, advertising, among others. Through this, Samsung was able to take
advantage of its vertical integrated ecosystem to utilize its resources efficiently.
Samsung’s speed in introducing innovative features has been the edge of the
company especially in the electronics market. Samsung greatly invests in
research and development (R&D) and this allows them to lead the race in producing the latest consumer electronics. One more strength of the company
lies in its competency in applying for patents and embracing innovative technology.
While in its early years, TNC is slowly building a foundational such an ecosystem by partnering with other companies or forming subsidiaries. Similarly to
Samsung corporation’s business model, interoperating products and a vertical
integration would greatly assist us in our future endeavors.
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Samsung Blockchain Ventures
Samsung SDS, the IT services provider company was recognized by Forbes
as one of the promising blockchain providers in Asia-Pacific region. Having
an in-house department of advanced research and development. Samsung
has always been in the forefront in introducing innovative solutions to
enhance efficiency.
Samsung now provides all encompassing platforms to facilitate its own ecosystem. From hardware, enterprise blockchain solutions, to DApps developer kits. Samsung has been inviting developers to use their fresh approach in
DApps creation. It is made easy for developers to jump in the Samsung ecosystem and utilize its market.
Vertical integration has long been beneficial for the corporation as whole. In
the same way, establishing a decentralized ecosystem would be valuable for
the Samsung application market. Furthermore, it would be an added advantage for Samsung smartphone users as Samsung will have more flexibility
and adoption to innovative blockchain-based products.
Blockchain-related milestones:
Launched Samsung KeyStore wallet on Galaxy flagship phones
Introduced NexLedger, an enterprise blockchain builder API
NexLedger blockchain accelarator
Connected blockchain networks of Tianjin Airport in China to Incheon
Airport in Korea to efficiently track air cargo data.
Launched a blockchain-based ‘Automatic Insurance Claim Service’ in the
Insurance sector
‘DELIVER’ connector platform, a project in collaboration with the Port of
Rotterdam Authority and ABN AMRO.
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5.11 Google SWOT Analysis

Google is a company known worldwide for its search engine, which makes its
reach capacity almost infinite. It is also known for its worker-friendly business
policies and for having a dimension of products that covers all technological
areas. Despite having suffered some attacks over the past few years under its
privacy policies and some lawsuits because of privacy breaches, Google
remains a giant in the market for several reasons.
Google is not just a role model for TNC, but also most companies in the
world. In comparison, TNC seeks, at the level of the blockchain industry, to
also create a sort of monopoly where it can present all the necessary services
to its users, from companies to the final consumer.
TNC has already started the process of affiliating with subsidiary companies
and multiple partners that can guarantee the scope of services at the level of
Google. Although we are a young company, we have already covered all services that use blockchain.
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Google Blockchain Ventures
Companies use blockchain and other so-called digital ledgers to securely
record transactions and process additional data over the internet. Google
could use, for example, to reassure customers that their information is protected when stored on the giant network of computer servers that power its
cloud services.74
Since 2018, Google 一 through its Google Cloud Blockchain (GCB)75一has
been developing blockchain-related technology to support its cloud business and head off competition from emerging startups that use the heavily-hyped technology to operate online in new ways, according to people
familiar with the situation.
Despite having recently started implementing blockchain, Google already
plays an important role in the development and support of new talent. In
early 2020, Google announced the deployment of a set of open-source tools
for developers to better understand blockchain when it comes to cryptocurrency. As part of the BigQuery Public Datasets program, Google had previously released public data sets for Bitcoin and Ethereum's transaction history.
Google includes eight cryptocurrencies in its suite, and, in plain English, it
supports the projects in several ways, mainly in transaction data. First, the
project categorizes and publicizes the full transaction data for each of these
blockchains. Second, it launches new search tools to make it easier to explore
these data.76
In parallel, Google is playing hard as a blockchain competitor. The company
is making the most of blockchain and already has more than 20 blockchain-related patents, has been revealing new ones on a regular basis. That
said, we can see that the technology giant is taking its first steps into blockchain technology but has already surrendered to the benefits of this technology. We at TNC share this belief in blockchain and hope to see Google's next
steps bear fruit in this field.
Blockchain-related milestones:
Implementation of Blockchain-as-a-Service
Starting its path as a Blockchain-as-a-Platform
Going forward externally through GCB
Implementation of BigQuery Public Datasets program
Implementation of Hybrid Consensus Algorithm
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5.12 ING SWOT Analysis

ING Group has been in the banking business for years. They also greatly
value their brand that is both well recognized and well liked by customers in
a number of different countries. The company has introduced great innovative products in the market.77
One of the main advantages that ING has lies on its channel distribution strategy. They are concentrating their efforts on digital technology leadership
and also are pushing their direct first bank model. They seek to provide convenience to their customers by enhancing their services with technical innovations.
Like in any corporation that has a wide-array of services, TNC has a primary
and offerings that can be considered its specialty. In business expansion, it
would be a good practice to keep and continue improving these core services along with the advancements technology brings to the internal environment.
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ING Group Blockchain Ventures
ING Group has seen enthusiasm in the development of blockchain technology. As early in 2014, ING has already established the innovative ground
works by forming its Amsterdam-based blockchain research and development team. The company has invested in experimentations of blockchain systems and have introduced breakthroughs and successful blockchain-based
platforms.
In 2017, ING in collaboration with Societe Generale was able to launch a
blockchain prototype called Easy Connect 1. Since then, ING has been in the
forefront of promoting blockchain technology to consortium of major companies in energy and drive commercial trade. ING supports and promotes
blockchain unto big enterprises in goals to drive trade finance.
Aside from ING’s visible and significant blockchain investment, it further
proves its interest in cutting edge technologies by recently investing in the
development of deep learning. With Eigen Technologies, a London-based
provider of natural language processing (NLP), ING aims to engineer high
standard NLP models fully customized for the financial industry’s need for
data extraction. Specifically, in areas such as LIBOR transition and loan operations.78
Blockchain-related milestones:
Setting up of blockchain innovation team in 2014
Collaboration with consortium of energy companies for Easy Connect 1
Completed full agricultural commodity transaction using Easy Connect 2
Investment on Minehub, blockchain-powered mining supply chain system
Investment on Vankt, blockchain platform for the energy sector
Investment on Komego.io platform
Launched HQLAx blockchain-based security lending application
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5.13 JP Morgan and Chase SWOT Analysis

JP Morgan and Chase is one of the world's largest banks, representing a
leader in financial services, private banking, and investments. JPM is
renowned for its exceptional service for its clients and currently provides services in five distinct business segments, which are corporate and investment
banking, consumer and community banking, asset management, commercial banking, and corporate entities.
Despite standing out in a different investment area from the area where TNC
operates, JP Morgan is a role model for its ability to interconnect all its services in order to obtain a comprehensive and successful business.
At the financial level, it is a world leader and, like TNC, seeks to accompany
its customers and inform them when making decisions. A company can only
be fruitful and increase its profits considerably if, therefore, it has the capacity
and altruism to increase the profits of its customers and partners, and that is
one of the main objectives of TNC.
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JP Morgan Blockchain Ventures
Of the companies analyzed in this paper, JP Morgan was the pioneer in introducing blockchain in BaaS terms, and it is also the most traditional blockchain
platform. In section 4, we analyze Quorum, JP Morgan's blockchain, considered already in the tops of Blockchain-as-a-Service and Blockchain-as-a-Platform, worldwide. It is an open-source and was founded in 2015 following the
standards of Ethereum.79
Back in 2015, an article published by the CCN news platform announced the
banking firm's massive investments in the area of technologies, namely
blockchain. According to the report, an internal JP Morgan memo80 revealed
that a plan to invest $9 billion in technology, such as robotics and blockchain.
To provide some more context before proceeding to the comparative analysis, in 2017, J.P. Morgan announced the Interbank Information Network,81
powered by Quorum, a permissioned-variant of the Ethereum blockchain. IIN
allows member banks to exchange information in real-time as a way to verify
that a payment has been approved. Two years later, in February 2019, J.P.
Morgan tested JPM Coin82 based on blockchain-based technology enabling
the instantaneous transfer of payments between institutional accounts.
Today, Quorum is a successful blockchain, serving as the basis for thousands
of decentralized applications. JP Morgan continues to stand out in the blockchain area, being the financial company worldwide with a more significant
investment in this type of technology and, consequently, the banking company with the highest rates of security and satisfaction.
In an article published by JP Morgan itself in 2019,83 it can be read that J.P.
Morgan views there is significant long-term potential to streamline cost bases
for global banks and to digitalize hard-to-automate processes in specific
areas through blockchain. The company also recognizes that the adoption of
blockchain technology between exchanges should offer significant scope to
improve efficiency around settlement/clearing and collateral management,
while traditional capital markets are in the early stages of adoption.
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Blockchain-related milestones:
Integration of BaaS services
Integration of BaaP services
Hybrid PoA, Raft, and IBFT consensus algorithm
Launch of JPM Coin
ERC20 and ERC721 compliance
Integration of IIN project
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5.14 Our Conclusion
TNC strives to be a global leader in the area of blockchain and cryptocurrency, with an influence in all industries. In this sense, it is crucial to understand
the market view of blockchain-related companies, but also of the world's
most significant leaders in the field of technology and finance.
The six giants featured in this case study are market disruptors and innovators
who have followed exemplary work practices. They stand out for their innate
ability to create and market efficient products which lead them in their position today. At TNC, we seek to secure our place in the industry as a blockchain developer and service provider. In achieving this, we guarantee a
bright future for the company, employees, and consumers.
When plotted the SWOT analysis, we were able to understand that even the
most prominent companies have weaknesses. However, they proved to work
around weakness with market strategies and also by hiring passionate and
competent teams. Also, most of these companies have been brave in exploring what emerging technologies can offer to them.
In terms of blockchain ventures, we can see the fastest embracers of the technology to the least. Apple despite being one of the top technology brands in
the world has not yet fully immersed its brand in blockchain technology.
While Samsung, Amazon, and Google are leading the pack by providing
developer toolkits and easy-to-deploy blockchain networks. They introduced
Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) to encourage decentralized application and
blockchain network development bringing the complicated technology
within reach for developers for easy adoption.
Meanwhile, ING and JP Morgan have been seens as the first banks to jump in
the blockchain bandwagon, despite the opposing financial institutions of
blockchain in the early years as it was seen disruptive due to cryptocurrencies.
As a learning conclusion, we aim with professionals who excel in analytical
thinking and team spirit so that our product can also be theirs. TNC seeks to
build a happy work environment for all its employees and a reward system
that helps in expanding the workforce, employees and consumer satisfaction.
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6. TNC IT Group Product & Services
6.1 Crypto M&A & Investment
a.) What is the Crypto M&A Project?
Crypto M&A project enforces the company tagline to unite the cryptocurrency world. The project executes a mass-scale merge of about +500 cryptocurrencies through the process of a Token/Coin Swap. Participating merger
companies will receive a generous amount of TNC Coin in exchange for their
existing coin or token.
Aside from the merging cryptocurrencies, the Crypto M&A project will be
building a network of blockchain companies. Blockchain projects included in
the network are given the opportunity to prove its project and technology to
apply for TNC’s support and investment.
Crypto M&A also serves as a reboot system for blockchain businesses.
Through the Crypto M&A project, TNC extends investment opportunities to
merger companies with promising projects that lack funds.
b.) Benefits of Crypto M&A to the Merger Company
Merger companies will be given the opportunity to take advantage of the
program which will run in a limited time. Listed below are the main benefits
every blockchain company can reap.
1. The merged company will receive a generous amount of TNC native coin.
2. Mergers will be part of the TNC network of mergers and companies will
get the opportunity to work on blockchain infrastructure projects for various
clients with TNC IT Group.
3. Merged companies will be eligible for new coin development with assistance in listing on exchanges.
4. All legal procedures and costs during the merger process will be covered
by TNC.
5. TNC will provide project opportunities and support for blockchain development, human resources, and other services.
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c.) Crypto M&A Grading System
TNC has established the M&A Grading System to systematize the selection of
the potential merger companies. The grade given to the merger company
corresponds to the swap ratio and token/coin swap total amount.
SCORING CRITERIA

PERCENTAGE

Number of Listed Exchanges

40%

Number of Wallet Holders

40%

Total Volume

10%

Market Capitalization

10%

d.) 5 Stages of Crypto M&A Project
Market Research
We have conducted research and evaluation of more than 2000 promising token and coin companies listed on CoinMarketCap.
Due-Diligence
During the due-diligence stage, we have successfully gathered over 100
advisors, appraisers, and partner companies in the process.
Pre-Contract Stage
On the pre-contract stage, we assess mergers to determine the
token/coin swap rate based on the established grading system.
Contract and Crypto Mergers
The main part of the Crypto M&A wherein the signing of contract and
execution of TNC Coin swap will take place.
Post Merger Integration
10% monthly distribution of TNC Coin and monitoring of completed
transactions.
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e.) Crypto M&A Process
The timeline below presents the TNC Crypto M&A’s procedure. It will show
various stages of the Crypto M&A process, from the market research stage to
the post-merger integration phase.
Merger Project Market Research
Timeframe: 12 months

1. Researched and evaluated more than 2000 promising coin/token
companies
2. Listed factors and criteria to classify mergers
3. Reviewed the qualifying factors and criteria of each coin
Due-Diligence

1. Gathered over 100 advisors, appraisers, and partner companies
2. Recruited merger project applicants via online and offline
3. Conducted initial appraisals by the internal team
Pre-Contract Stage

1. Accept applications for mergers via TNC website
2. Segment and evaluate applications
3. Establish an official grading system
4. Receive confirmation from TNC Appraisers
5. Finalize coin swap exchange rate according to grade
Contract and Crypto Mergers

1. Perform coin/token swap using a crypto wallet
2. Request to stop all transactions of merged coin/token in exchanges
3. Sign and submit official contract and NDA to our legal team
4. Notify exchanges of the coin/token swap process
5. Announce coin/token swap schedule to exchanges and cold
wallet holders
Post-Merger Integration

1. Distribute 10% of TNC Coin on a monthly basis
2. Monitor and generate a report of the completed coin/token
swap process
3. Start the registration for the next batch of mergers
4. Be eligible to cash out TNC Coins through exchanges
Distribute 10% of TNC Coins on a monthly basis and monitor
completed transactions.
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Distribute 10% of TNC tokens on a monthly basis and monitor completed
transactions.
f.) Crypto M&A Token Swap Rate
Companies will be classified as grade A, B, C, D, or E. A total of 500 billion
(50% of the total supply) is granted for the whole merger’s token/coin swap
process. Please note that the amount of coins given to merger companies will
change after TNC Coin gets listed on the exchanges.
GRADE

TOKEN/COIN SWAP AMOUNT

Grade “A” company

+20%

Grade “B” company

+10%

Grade “C” company

Base Rate

Grade “D” company

-10% (or more as per evaluation)

Grade “E” company

-20% (or more as per evaluation)

TOTAL (50% OF TOTAL SUPPLY)

500 billion TNC tokens

g.) TNC Coin Allocation
TNC Coin predetermined total supply is at 1 trillion coins. The first half of the
total coin supply will be allocated to the Crypto M&A project. While the other
half will be subdivided among the stated sectors and recipients based on the
percentage shown below.
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h.) Current Crypto M&A Status
The Crypto M&A project started in October 2018. The structuring of the program took a few months before we announced it to the public. Since TNC IT
Group’s grand launching event in June 2019, we have been relentless in promoting the Crypto M&A project to the blockchain industry.
The first wave of Crypto M&A project merger has been successfully executed.
TNC has signed the merger agreement with a number of promising and reputable blockchain companies within the industry.
To give insights into how our Crypto M&A initiative has progressed, we reveal
four company profiles of mergers that not only have merged their cryptocurrency assets with us but have shown support to TNC’s future vision.
As earlier stated, TNC will provide consultancy and support for blockchain
development, human resources, and other services. In this sense, and for a
better understanding of the program, we present four companies that have
already completed the merging process. We also present detailed information about each company and its potential.
The Merger Company Profiles
In this section, we present the official merger profiles that are made anonymous. In respect to the privacy of our mergers, we would not be disclosing
their company names, grades, or token/coin swap ratio. Every company we
merged with has established themselves with a unique business focus. Yet,
among them one thing remains constant and it’s the company's will to succeed and improve in the world through producing innovative products and
initiatives.
Crypto M&A is a unique project, it will not only merge cryptocurrencies, but
it will also build a network of blockchain companies. The companies within
the network would be able to work on future projects with TNC IT Group
acting as a project developer company. We present to you four companies
that we have now welcomed as valuable additions to TNC’s network of mergers.
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Merger Company Profile #1
Merger Company A

Technology

Crypto Payment Gateway Social Commerce Tools:
Paywall

Donation
Fundraise
Quiz
Giveaway
Loyalty Program
Contest
Circulating Supply*

400,000,000 tokens

Userbase*

14,667 wallet holders

Exchanges**

OKEx Global
OKEx Korea
Hotbit
VCC Exchange
Bittrex
Upbit Korea
Upbit Indonesia
HitBTC
IDEX
ForkDelta
ExMarkets

Capabilities

Tokenization
Cryptocurrency
Fintech
Securitization
Bank-as-a-Service
Smart Contracts

Protocol

Proof-of-Asset

*As per the date of writing
**As per the date of the agreement between Merger Company A and TNC
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Merger Company A is a blockchain-based company that implements
Proof-of-Authority (PoA) protocol to its platform. It primarily offers
Bank-as-a-Service (BaaS) protocol with enhanced security features.
The project was successful in its ICO scheme, as it raised approximately $70
million fund in 2017. The company has an established presence in several
countries worldwide including Japan, South Korea, Russia, and the USA.
The company’s project enables the digitization, tokenization, and exchange
of digital assets or fiat for the development of a tokenized ecosystem. They
utilize blockchain to create Smart Assets that drive open-source capital markets.
Its ecosystem highlights features such as Custody Service, Token Exchange,
Supply Chain, Ethereum Plasma Prime, and Digital Deal. They have successfully built an efficient crypto payment gateway and functional social commerce tools, such as Paywall, Fundraise, and Loyalty Program Contest. These
features give users the possibility to raise funds creatively and innovatively
and show the company's modernization potential in the current market.
The platform gained the trust of TNC by developing several innovative features within its network. We believe Merger Company A’s team of developers
and management can greatly contribute to the great ecosystem we are building.
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Merger Company Profile #2
Merger Company B
Technology

Computing Data Cloud Services

Content Distribution
Compute Units
Storage
Caching
DNS
Circulating Supply*

88,566,094 tokens

Userbase*

9,556 wallet holders

Exchanges**

KuCoin
Gate.io
Bitfinex
HitBTC
IDEX
FCoin

Capabilities

Tokenization
Cryptocurrency
Global Reach
DDoS Protection
Nodes

Protocol

Proof-of-Work

*As per the date of writing
**As per the date of the agreement between Merger Company B and TNC

Merger Company B is a company that introduces itself as a distributed computing paradigm. It aims to bring data storage and computation near where
it is demanded and away from centralized data centers. This reduces the
volumes of data that must be moved, the consequent traffic, and the distance
the data must travel, providing lower latency and reduced transmission costs.
With a global reach, the project combines computing and data cloud services at their best. Enables the efficiency of content distribution, compute
units, and decentralized storage, with DNS protection.
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Despite being a young company, the company has gathered almost 10,000
wallet holders and has a total circulation of 88 million tokens, which means
that it has almost reached its maximum supply cap of 100,000,000.
Finally, what made this company a great candidate for merger was its ambitious goal to offer a serverless infrastructure built using the spare capacity
around its users. With an impressive number of listings on exchanges, TNC
sees partnership with Merger Company B and adopting its token as an optimistic one.

Merger Company Profile #3
Merger Company C
Technology

Cryptocurrency Marketplace

Circulating Supply*

56,735,293 tokens

Userbase*

1,251 wallet holders

Exchanges**

Mercatox
Fedlio
DDEX

Capabilities

Tokenization
Cryptocurrency
Smart Contracts

Protocol

Proof-of-Work

*As per the date of writing
**As per the date of the agreement between Merger Company C and TNC

Merger Company C is a company established in the last quarter of 2017. It
focuses on providing digital payment solutions. It aims to be one of the most
reliable blockchain-based platforms for financial transactions and has plans
to launch a crypto-based supermarket for organic, herbal, and ayurvedic
products.
The project offers a fast payment method and with low transaction fees. The
cryptocurrency payment gateway can be integrated on e-shopping portals,
bill payments, and online games.
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As a relatively young organization, Merger Company C has proven itself in
the cryptocurrency market by achieving approximately 56 million tokens in
circulation. On the date the agreement with TNC was made, it was listed on
major exchange platforms such as Mercatox, Fedlio, and DDEX.
With the ambition of launching an online crypto mall with more than 100 hundred brands and thousands of products. Merger Company C has proven
itself as a motivated team with common interest as TNC in tapping into the
e-commerce industry.

Merger Company Profile #4
Merger Company D
Technology

3G+ mainnet
APIs for DApps

Circulating Supply*

897,238,384 tokens

Userbase*

Unknown number of wallet holders
BW

Exchanges**

DigiFinex Korea
BXB
High Scalability (300,000 transactions per second)

Capabilities

Cryptocurrency
API Development
Social Network

Protocol

Dual-Delegated-Proof-of-Stake

*As per the date of writing
**As per the date of the agreement between Merger Company D and TNC

Merger Company D is a South Korean blockchain company registered in
Northern Mariana Islands. The company provides an enhanced third generation (3G) mainnet for social media networks. It aims to encourage businesses,
enterprises, and startups to move to blockchain through offering a highly-scalable network.
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The mainnet uses a patented consensus algorithm called the Dual Delegated
Proof of Stake (DDPoS) algorithm which reportedly improves network speed
without compromising security. It is said to be able to handle up to 300,000
transactions per second.
Merger company D has launched a decentralized blockchain social network
platform. The company also builds APIs that enable less complicated decentralized application (DApp) development in both Linux and Windows operating systems. So far, they were able to launch over 100 APIs for developers.
It is the main goal of the company to become a global operating system for
DApps with its own application marketplace, similar to Google PlayStore,
Apple AppStore, and Huawei App Gallery.

6.2. Blockchain Technology Investment
Blockchain technology development is the core service of any blockchain
solutions provider. As TNC aims to accommodate specific blockchain
demands of various sectors, we plan to fully launch the following services
once we have acquired blockchain technologies and formed our network of
specialized blockchain developers.
Through our Crypto M&A project and project investment, we would be able
to tap on specialized developers while offering blockchain innovative breakthroughs. This fresh approach is a strategy for us to ensure our clients receive
top-class blockchain services.
What is blockchain?
A blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger that stores data records. The
data is chronologically arranged into blocks and made secured by cryptography. It also consists of a stable chain of blocks, each one recording a list of
previously confirmed transactions.
Blockchain technology is commonly used to track cryptocurrency transactions, but it is also efficient in handling other kinds of digital data and can be
utilized to a wide range of use cases. Bitcoin is the oldest, safest, and largest
blockchain network, which was designed with a careful and balanced combination of cryptography and game theory.
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a.) Cryptocurrency Development

About Cryptocurrency Development
A cryptocurrency is a digital asset that is made secure by cryptography. It was
designed to act as currency that can be utilized to borderless and secure payment transactions on blockchain-based platforms or decentralized ledger
networks. We are experts in the creation of cryptocurrencies and we provide
professional cryptocurrency development services that involve the complex development process of both token and coin.
Our professional team of blockchain developers is well-versed and capable
of executing successful forking on open-source blockchain networks like
Bitcoin, EOS, and Dash. We can deliver successfully and efficiently working
hard-forked or-soft-forked projects.
Our blockchain team also offers the development of cryptographic coin.
Through the TNC Coin mainnet we are capable of offering a powerful coin
based on a 300k transactions-per-second (TPS) speed blockchain.
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Our Technology Details
Service

Cryptocurrency Development

Blockchain

Bitcoin, EOS, DASH, and Ethereum

Technology & Tools

Amazon Web Services Server
DB Tools: MongoDB, DocumentDB,
Node JS Environment
Script

Programming Languages

C++, Solidity Advanced C, Node Js, HTML, CSS,
JQuery, and AngularJS.

About Forking
A fork is a term used to describe a single blockchain diverging into two new
paths. Forking is the process of modifying an open-source network and
significantly changing the network’s protocol. Forking is an effective method
to split the blockchain into classifying the old and new way of doing things to
create a new blockchain protocol.
Forks can be categorized as hard forks or soft forks.
Hard forks are the result of network extensive change in the way a blockchain operates. The fundamental modifications separate nodes that do not
upgrade their software altogether into a different blockchain.
Meanwhile, Soft forks are backward-compatible and less-extensive than a
hard fork. Even the network rules have been changed, the nodes running the
old software are still allowed to validate transactions.
TNC offers forking services using the following blockchain networks: Bitcoin,
EOSIO, and Dash.
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Source: Unhashed.com84

Bitcoin Fork
The Bitcoin network is a peer-to-peer payment network that operates on a
cryptographic protocol. Bitcoin (BTC) is the pioneering blockchain network
with open source code. As a successful cryptocurrency, many altcoins have
opted to fork from the Bitcoin protocol.
Bitcoin’s network implements Proof-of-Work consensus and facilitates
encrypted transactions. Its main highlighting features are a decentralized,
transparent, and immutability ecosystem. We suggest Bitcoin forking to
blockchain start-ups who want to focus on utilizing its cryptocurrency for
decentralized transactions and digital payment services.
Blockchain
Bitcoin

Forks

Litecoin (LTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Dash (DASH),
Bitcoin Gold (BTG), Zcash (ZEC), Qtum (QTUM),
Bitcoin Diamond (BCD), Peercoin (PPC),
Decred (DCR), DigiByte (DGB), Syscoin (SYS),
Reddcoin (RDD), Elastos (ELA), Emercoin (EMC),
Groestlcoin (GRS), NavCoin (NAV),
and Viacoin (VIA).85

EOS Fork
EOS mainnet is the first blockchain network launched based on EOSIO.
Unlike an ordinary blockchain, EOSIO is an open-source blockchain software
developed by Block.one engineered to complement the limitations of various blockchain mainnets. It incorporates a blockchain architecture designed
to enable horizontal and vertical scaling of decentralized applications
(DApp).
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EOS mainnet along with other blockchain networks is built using the EOSIO
software. EOSIO serves as a next-generation technology able to create and
deploy smart contracts and distributed applications. We are capable of conducting a soft or hard fork from EOS mainnet or from EOSIO software, two
reputable networks supporting one of the top cryptocurrency in the market.
Blockchain
EOSIO

Forks

EOS, Worbli, Telos, Polaris, eosBLACK, GXC,
ULTRA, ONO, UOS, and BOscore.86

DASH Fork
Dash is a digital currency that enables anyone, anywhere in the world to
make quick, easy and cheap payments at any time without going through a
central authority. Based on a decentralized peer-to-peer network, and
secured by strong cryptography, Dash offers a safe and user-friendly payment method without barriers.
We promote Dash forking to blockchain projects who want to take advantage
of a secured and decentralized payment platform. It is also reliable as it has
implemented a hybrid Proof-of-Stake and Proof-or-Work consensus and X11
algorithm on its network.
Blockchain
DASH

Forks

PIVX (PIVX), Blocknet (BLOCK) (a fork of PIVX)87

Ethereum Token Creation
About ERC-20 Tokens
An ERC-20-based token is a digital asset designed to be used within Ethereum-powered platforms. ERC-20 is a token standard that contains a set of rules
required to be followed to create an Ethereum token.
The ERC-20 standard allowed developers to easily program how new tokens
will function within the Ethereum ecosystem. It follows a list of standards that
enable the token to be shared, exchanged, or transferred to a compatible
crypto wallet.
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The ERC-20 token standard is widely-popular with blockchain start-ups
crowdfunding via initial coin offering (ICO) due to its simplicity of deployment and its potential for interoperability with other Ethereum-based platforms and products.
Ethereum played a significant role in driving the billion-dollar worth ICO
industry. By establishing a standardized system for decentralized application
development and token creation. It has paved the way for cryptocurrencies
to be mainstream.
Our ERC-20 token development service is the most common token creation
method chosen by new blockchain companies. It is ideal for projects that
wish to operate in Ethereum and collaborate with other projects built on the
Ethereum network. There are about more than 500 cryptocurrencies created
under ERC-20 standards.
Blockchain
Ethereum

ERC-20 Tokens

Tronix (TRX), Binance Coin (BNB), VeChain (VEN),
OmiseGo (OMG), 0x (ZRX), ICON (ICX),
Zilliqa (ZIL), Aeternity (AE), Maker (MKR),
BAT (BAT), Augur (REP), Bytom (BTM),
Pundi X (NPXS), Waltonchain (WTC),
Golem (GNT), Populous (PPT),
StatusNetwork (SNT), RChain (RHOC),
Digix DAO (DGD), IOST (IOST), Huobi Token (HT),
Aion (AION), Loopring (LRC), aelf (ELF),
Nebulas (NAS), FunFair (FUN),
KyberNetwork (KNC), Loom Network (LOOM),
Dentacoin (DCN), Bancor (BNT), Monaco (MCO),
WAX Token (WAX), Nuls (NULS),
Power Ledger (POWR), Decentraland (MANA),
Veritaseum (VERI), Kin (KIN),
Quoine Liquid (QASH),Enigma (XNG),
NOAHCOIN (NOAH), Theta (THETA), GIFTO (GTO),
True USD (TUSD), Cortex (CTXC),
Substratum (SUB), TenX (PAY), Storm (STORM),
BiboxCoin (BIX), Game (GTC), and
ChainLink (LINK).88
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b.) Mainnet Development

About Mainnet Development
A mainnet is a blockchain protocol that is fully developed. It facilitates all the
transactions on the distributed ledger. While cryptocurrencies need a blockchain network, it does not require its own mainnet. A mainnet gives a project
as a stand-alone network independent from other public blockchain platforms.
We offer a comprehensive mainnet development service that includes assisting clients to understand the specifications they need to consider in building
a mainnet. We are keen in delivering a mainnet to meet our client's standards
professionally delivered within a given timeframe.
As mainnet development takes a long time, a testnet usually is launched first.
It serves as the first sandbox environment for developers to experiment and
test-run the functionality of a project claimed in the white paper. Unlike mainnet, testnets don't accommodate digital assets with real economic value.
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Our Technology Details
Service

Mainnet Development

Blockchain

Bitcoin, EOS, DASH, and Ethereum

Technology & Tools

Amazon Web Services Server
DB Tools: MongoDB, DocumentDB, My SQL
Microsoft Code or any other IDE
Node JS Environment
Script

Programming Languages

C++, Solidity Advanced C, Node Js, HTML, CSS,
JQuery, and AngularJS.

c.) Smart Contract Development
About Smart Contract Development
A Smart Contract is a self-enforcing agreement embedded in computer
code managed by a blockchain. The code contains all terms and conditions
which the parties of the smart contract agrees on to interact with each other.
We offer our clients the ability to automate the implementation of rules on
their network or platforms through our robust smart contract development
services.
Through smart contract creation, businesses can record its rules in interaction
and be ensured that it is effectively and accurately carried out within its network. The detailing of the smart contracts are in direct and extremely
detailed. Due to this, it benefits businesses in avoiding contrat miscommunication, misinterpretation and implementation gaps.

Our Technology Details
Service

Smart Contract Development

Blockchain

Bitcoin, EOS, DASH, and Ethereum

Technology & Tools

FrameWork , Stuffle, Remix Ethereum

Programming Languages

Solidity, JavaScript, Python, and C++
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The Process

Smart Contract Implementation
About Decentralized Applications (DApps)
Decentralized Applications (DApps) are smart applications built on a
blockchain network. Unlike regular apps, DApps can integrate their own digital tokens created through the use of smart contracts. DApps can use a dedicated digital token for the platform or opt to use the native token of the host
blockchain used.
There are a lot of DApps developed with different use cases. DApps are usually in the form of games, social media platforms, and cryptocurrency wallets.
These kinds of platforms serve as one of the best ways to encourage users to
use and earn cryptocurrencies.
Smart contracts allow dApps to connect to blockchain technology. Our technical team can confidently provide both the Decentralized App creation
through smart contracts implementation services. Moreover, decentralized
applications are known as the fourth stage for the evolution of applications,
and it was dragged into popularity by Ethereum.

Our Technology Details
Service

Smart Contract DApps Integration

Blockchain

Bitcoin, EOS, DASH, and Ethereum

Technology & Tools

FrameWork , Stuffle, Remix Ethereum

Programming Languages

Solidity, JavaScript, Python, and C++
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d.) Crypto Wallet Development
About Crypto Wallet Development

A cryptocurrency wallet is a platform that allows cryptocurrency users to
securely store and manage their digital assets. Usually, cryptocurrency wallets are Hot Wallets, which means they regularly represent software or applications you download to store your crypto assets. Sometimes, Hot Wallets
also include online-based wallet services such as web portals and exchanges
that store your crypto within your account. On the other hand, Cold Wallets
are hardware wallets that can be plugged into a computer when needed to
be accessed.
Our technical department is formed by expert developers who can assist
businesses in designing a functional multi-cryptocurrency wallet for their
blockchain projects. At TNC, we offer a comprehensive digital cryptocurrency wallet development that will ensure users their digital assets are protected
with the highest-level security features.

Our Technology Details
Service

Crypto Wallet Development

Blockchain

Bitcoin, EOS, DASH, and Ethereum

Technology & Tools

Amazon Web Services Server
DB Tools: MongoDB, DocumentDB
Node JS Environment, Android IDE
XCode, Script

Programming Languages

Solidity, JavaScript, Python, and C++
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We are capable of developing custodial and non-custodial wallets with multiple features such as biometric authentication, data masking, and multi-currency support.

Wallet
Custodial Wallet

Characteristics

Users can recover passwords, data, and funds
No full-control to the users
They can be centralized or decentralized

Custodial Wallets are services and exchanges that don't provide users the
full control of their accounts. Despite this, they have the advantage of offering
the possibility of recovering accounts in case users lose their password.
Funds can also be frozen due to maintenance or KYC requirements.
We at TNC have a team of blockchain developers, mobile creators, front-end
designers, and back-end specialists prepared to develop secure custodial
wallets. TNC are highly reliable in building multi-asset decentralized wallets
with an integrated custody control.
Wallet
Non-Custodial Wallet

Characteristics

Users have full-control on their funds
Users can’t access to their accounts in case they
lose their mnemonic/seed phrase
It is always decentralized

Non-custodial wallets give users full control of their funds. Usually, all the
information is encrypted, including the private keys, but in case of users
losing their private keys, mnemonic/seed phrase, there is no means to recover it. Frequently, these wallets are more reliable to users.
We at TNC are also capable of creating a non-custodial version of clients' wallets in order to offer users more reliance on their projects. Our team of
experts can develop multi-account, multi-assets, and non-custodial wallets
with significant security features and fast transactions.
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e.) Payment Platform Development

About Payment Platform Development
A payment platform is a payment gateway to send transactions to processors securely. A payment gateway can be developed for a company to provide its users with an interface where they can use their cryptocurrencies or
fiat to pay for services or products within other platforms.
At TNC, the payment platform development is handled by experienced
engineers and programmers through multiple programming languages,
such as Node JS, Python, and MongoDB. Our team is experienced in developing decentralized payment gateways (API) to integrate into public or
private platforms.
Through payment platform development TNC harnesses the inherent characteristics of blockchain to offer clients their own platform that can facilitate
ultra-fast, highly-secure and seamless payment transactions from anywhere
in the world.
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Our Technology Details
Service

Payment Platform Development

Blockchain

Bitcoin, EOS, DASH, and Ethereum

Technology & Tools

Amazon Web Services Server
DB Tools: MongoDB, DocumentDB
Node JS Environment, XCode, Script

Programming Languages

Node JS, Python, MongoDB

f.) Enterprise Blockchain Integration
About Enterprise Blockchain Integration
Blockchain Integration is the process incorporating blockchain into one’s
ecosystem. Both established or new platforms can leverage blockchain’s
inherent features to enhance the overall performance of their systems.
TNC IT Group will provide enterprises full assistance in exploring the possibilities of blockchain within internal ecosystems. We would guide and explain
all technicalities in-depth to ensure our clients understand the blockchain
product they are integrating into their system. We would refer and work with
specialized blockchain developers to ensure we provide the right blockchain
features engineered to the demands of their businesses.
As a blockchain advocate, TNC will promote and execute the integration of
blockchain technology to various organizations such as for governments,
banks, schools, and for established business enterprises. We are proven
capable of integrating suitable blockchain networks to make corporate IT
systems more scalable, secure, and faster.

Our Technology Details
Service

Blockchain Integration Development

Blockchain

Bitcoin, EOS, DASH, and Ethereum

Technology & Tools

Amazon Web Services Server (Ubuntu)

Programming Languages

C++, Advanced C, Node.js, JQuery, Angular.js
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g.) Exchange Development

About Exchange Development
Exchange platforms are online platforms where users can exchange one
digital asset for another or fiat currency. It includes stock exchange and currency exchange services. Crypto exchange platforms include multiple listed
cryptocurrencies where users can purchase or exchange them.
We offer exchange platform development built by IT engineers and blockchain developers with several years of experience in the blockchain and technology fields. We guarantee crucial features such as security, scalability, and
high-performance.
TNC is exposed to various blockchain-based businesses. In line with the
exchange platform development, we provide exchange listing support and
legal support. TNC possesses not only technical but also legal knowledge in
setting up and developing a cryptocurrency exchanges platform. We also
provide the needed marketing strategies to assure high-ranks on websites
like CoinMarketCap and Tokenmarketcaps.
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Our Technology Details
Service

Exchange Development

Blockchain

Bitcoin, EOS, DASH, and Ethereum

Technology & Tools

Amazon Web Services Server
DB Tools: MongoDB, DocumentDB ,
Node JS Environment
Phyton Script

Programming Languages

Node JS, Python, MongoDB, Websockets,
React JS

Successful Projects:

Bitstorm

6.3. Blockchain Infrastructure & Developers
As part of our long-term goals, we seek to introduce a novel blockchain infrastructure to the world. Through our Crypto M&A project, we will gather and
unify a strong team to work towards a huge blockchain infrastructure project.
We envision a blockchain infrastructure that would greatly benefit our today’s
society.
a.) Huge Infrastructure via M&A and Investment
Crypto M&A Project will fuel our initiative to build a revolutionary blockchain
infrastructure. For every merged cryptocurrency, we establish a binding partnership with the blockchain company that enables TNC to collaborate with
the team for future projects including the infrastructure goal we have laid out.
TNC aims to foster faster adoption of innovations by investing in promising
merger companies’ talent and technology to develop blockchain-based projects and innovations.
b.) TNC Developer Pool
Forming a Global Network of Developers

As previously explained, the Crypto M&A project gave TNC IT Group a headstart in gathering a pool of +300 developers. As a believer of collective
efforts, TNC hopes to gather +10,000 developers with different specializations into its international network of developers to deliver total blockchain
solutions across industries.
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6.4 Development Blockchain Platform and Mainnet

a.) Mainnet Development
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TNC Coin - Our First Mainnet
The gaming industry is one of the fastest growing industries today with a
profitable future market. By 2022, Newzoo89 forecasts the gaming industry
will produce $196 billion in revenue. Technology giants such as Apple and
Google are also seen launching streaming services as efforts to tap in the
lucrative gaming market. Like any smart investor, TNC aims to enter the
booming market by introducing its blockchain mainnet dedicated to the
gaming sector. 90
TNC Coin is an entity that is independent from TNC Group. It is a blockchain
infrastructure that offers high scalability with robust security engineered for
the demands of innovative e-sports and games.
TNC IT Group has a consortium of over 200 developers from around the
world working together to develop and maintain the first-ever TNC mainnet.
Game developers can create their own blockchain-based games through the
TNC Coin mainnet, ensuring better game stability and availability.

Source: Samsung Developers Youtube Channel (2019)
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TNC Coin Mainnet Key Features
1. Proof-of-Play Consensus
TNC Mainnet will implement a Proof-of-Play (PoP) protocol to measure and
record game time.
2. Asset Immutability
TNC Mainnet will implement a Proof-of-Play (PoP) protocol to measure and
record game time.
3. Highly-Scalable Network
TNC Mainnet provides scalable features to cater to the demands of game
developments.
4. Secure Gaming
Blockchain-based games will have secure account profiles, digital wallets,
and in-game money.

b.) Enterprise Blockchain Platform Development
TNC will connect clients with competent blockchain professionals to develop
blockchain networks that will adhere to the demand of the industry and business ecosystems.
We will bring projects and opportunities to our competent pool of developers which we have gathered through our Crypto M&A project. We expect to
gather blockchain experts that come from reputable startups and companies
that utilize blockchain technology in different industries.
As a blockchain advocate, TNC will promote and execute the integration of
blockchain technology to various organizations such as for governments,
banks, schools, and for established business enterprises.
Tapping Into Key Industries
TNC is committed to driving the integration of blockchain technology to the
most influential sectors within the global economy. We are looking forward
to offering our blockchain platform development services to the following
three key industries:
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Banking

Government

To enhance security and
improve the transaction processing of digital transactions,
TNC aims to integrate its
fintech solution to various
banking institutions

Blockchain can deliver benefits
to the public sector. These
include protecting data and
reducing costs. TNC can
further empower societies to
connect and collaborate
through its services.

1

2

3

Gaming
By 2020, the gaming industry
revenue is estimated to reach
$230 billion. As one of the
most promising industries in
today's market, TNC is ready
to penetrate innovation in this
sector.
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7. Comparative Analysis of Competitors
In efforts to assess our standing in the industry, we initiated to conduct a comparative analysis between our company and other three established companies offering their own solutions. These three companies have been selected
from the “Top 10 Reputable Blockchain Development Companies” article
published by Hackernoon in January 2020.91

Source: Hackernoon (2020)

As methodology, we have selected all the companies that are founded within
the same range from 2017 to 2018. We have selected Block360, MixBytes,
and Blockvolution to be part of this brief comparative analysis with our company, TNC IT Group.
The table below presents a summarized comparison among the four companies. We have factored in information such as the services provided, workforce size, average salary rates, and clients.
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TNC IT GROUP COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
SUMMARIZED TABLE
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1.) Block360

Block360 is a blockchain development company based in Pakistan.92 Considered by Hackernoon as a top-tier company in 2020, the company earned
this title with a small team of dedicated professionals. Despite having its
expertise proven, the blockchain company faces a lack of employees and a
community with less than 200 members.
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It provides a wide-array of services, including Blockchain Software Development, DApps Engineering, Blockchain Platforms Development, Smart Contract Development, Software Development, and Cybersecurity. Through
these services, the company highly contributes to the worldwide adoption of
blockchain by providing development and consultancy services to over 15
startups and enterprises.
Block360 has gained companies like Notary Platform, Meritt, draglet, Descoin, and Venture Boost on its client portfolio. The blockchain company also
implements infrastructures for Crypto-related companies and Machine Economy. Block360 works on top of multiple blockchains, such as Ethereum,
Quorum, Bitcoin, and Dash, to develop smart contract audits and DApp
development services.

Source: Hackernoon (2020)
According to Hackernoon, larger teams can guarantee more development
power and flexibility. That said, Block360 needs a much higher effort when
compared to TNC to meet the tight delivery timelines offered to itevens
clients or, on the other hand, clients will face longer waiting intervals. Also in
speeding up work process efficiency and quality of service can be at stake.
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2.) MixBytes

MixBytes is a blockchain development company headquartered in Moscow,
Russia.93 Despite its short trajectory of 3 years, it has an impressive portfolio
of blockchain projects, with services provided to reputable companies, such
as POA, KICKICO, WorldWiFi, and Raison.

Source: Hackernoon (2020)
The company provides services including Smart Contract Development,
Decentralized Solutions Development and Consulting, Custom Blockchain
Development Services, and ICO Solutions. However, MixBytes highlights
blockchain solutions, smart contract security audits, and tech advisory as its
main offerings.
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MixBytes is undoubtedly a prominent blockchain company that employed
blockchain developers with over 10 years of experience—a rare resource for
an emerging technology. However, and similarly to the previous company, its
workforce does not even reach the 50 employees, which shows fragility in
corresponding to clients' expectations.

Finally, it has achieved significant milestones for such a young company but
has an average price of over $100 per hour. In comparison, TNC counts over
300 employees, with proven expertise in reputable tech companies, and
charges about $50 per hour. That said, TNC shows its potential by offering a
more efficient and faster service at a lower cost.
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3.) Blockvolution

Blockvolution is a USA-based blockchain company combining an experienced team.94 They count with token economists, technologists, and industry
experts to provide efficient products to their clients. It also copulates with a
venture studio to incubate new blockchain products.
The company has a number of services, including enterprise assessments
and workshops, token economics model design, blockchain technology
strategy, and full lifecycle blockchain software implementation and product.
Founded in 2018, it is the only company in this list as young as TNC.

Source: Hackernoon.com (2020)
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Rice Exchange, Red Swan, hBC, and Octaneum are the highlighted clients in
their platform and represent their higher achievements. However, the company does not disclose the average hourly rate and counts with less than 50
professionals. In this way, it is possible to consider a lack of transparency in
their product, and their timeframe can not compete with TNC since the difference in the workforce dimension is enormous.

Finally, TNC offers transparent conduct, with disclosed prices, timeframes,
and information. Beyond this, TNC counts with a growing workforce of 300
employees, considering innovators, entrepreneurs, IT professionals, blockchain developers, and designers, among others. Once again, TNC shows its
prowess in offering its clients with large-scale services to be performed by a
knowledgeable team at affordable prices.
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4. Our Conclusion
In this brief comparison, TNC along with other companies cannot match for a
general and linear comparison. The given general metrics which include the
workforce, average hourly price, delivery timeframe, and a number of services, are all very basic factors that cannot truly give a strong conclusion on
one’s authority over the others. With this limitation, we can assume that TNC
cannot be tagged inferior or superior with other companies and vice versa.
Nevertheless, TNC proves its distinction by providing more services at a
more affordable price. In this, TNC can have an edge in the competition as
TNC offers affordable prices, a qualified workforce, experience, and efficiency in delivering blockchain projects. And we were able to make this happen
by employing a larger workforce than all these blockchain companies recognized by Hackernoon.
Finally, the tables have given us a quick visual overview of the potential of
TNC, while each written observation describes each company as a great
competitor, they are featured in this study to serve as a gauge in identifying
the strengths of TNC within the industry.
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8. Marketing Strategy
8.1 Our Target Market
Promoting Blockchain-based Solutions
On the Blockchain Industry & Trend on Section 3, we have observed and
seen analysis of the current situation of blockchain in the global market. TNC
drew to a conclusion to tap into key industries out of the financial sector to
cater to a bigger market in need of blockchain integration.
a. Government Institutions
As the government sector keeps and tracks a great number of public records,
it is one of the potential beneficiaries of blockchain-based systems. TNC is
very much willing to cooperate and serve government institutions integrating
blockchain into government processes.
b. Business Corporations
Enterprise blockchain integration has slowly been embraced by many corporations. Many established companies have shown interest in exploring or
implementing blockchain within their ecosystem. As the enterprise blockchain market is in its initial years, TNC aims to lead in the development of
enterprise-level blockchain solutions for companies from various sectors.
c. Healthcare
Healthcare is a vital sector to foster life and it is where blockchain can greatly
be of service for mankind. Blockchain can facilitate secure storing and efficient sharing of medical records which will be kept immutable on the blockchain. Blockchain-based healthcare platforms would greatly benefit medical
institutions, doctors, students, scientists, and the human race as a whole.
d. Education
With the rising popularity of long-distance learning, even the biggest universities have offered certified online courses. Blockchain can be of assistance in
certificate verifications and in keeping school registry records. It could ensure
untamperable student profile and grade reports.
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e. Non-Profit Organizations
With inherent characteristics to perform decentralized and cross-border
transfers, blockchain possesses a great advantage for non-profit organizations to raise funds and collect donations from all over the world. We aim to
assist NGOs to build transparent fundraising platforms to gain the confidence of philanthropists supporting causes.
f. Cryptocurrency Company Startups
Every new project is a valuable addition in promoting blockchain. As an
advocate of blockchain technology, we are committed to assist start ups in
building blockchain-based projects. TNC can offer business consultation,
development, and even marketing for them to realize their plans.
g. Gaming Sector
We hope to support the gaming industry by providing a robust mainnet that
can adhere to the high demands of game developers. TNC also hopes to
engage more gamers by offering TNC Coins that can be utilized as in-game
digital currency and reward.

8.2 Our Marketing Goals & Strategies
The Way Toward a Successful Tomorrow
TNC Group has laid out long-term strategies to drive TNC Group’s success in
the blockchain industry and beyond. We have carefully planned to utilize
TNC resources and initiative to promote our reliable products and competitive services. Every marketing strategy to be carried out aims to give a sustainable value to the TNC’s business in the long run.
1st PHASE : CRYPTO M&A PROJECT
Crypto M&A project is the sole program that exists among other technical
services TNC offers. The Crypto M&A project serves as the foundation to
attain what the company has planned ahead. It will be significant in marketing
TNC coins along with other products and services that TNC provides.
We will perform the massive merge of cryptocurrency through the process of
token/coin swap. Due to the swap, TNC Coin will accelerate to listed on a
great number of exchanges and will be able instantly gain a wide user base.
As a result, TNC Coin will make a huge impact in the market and will have a
promising price value --- attracting more future coin holders.
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Aside from a token/coin swap, TNC will foster a great network of mergers
with the blockchain company. The deal’s partnership with mergers paves the
way for TNC to connect with experienced blockchain experts and developers. Bringing together blockchain developers and innovators will allow TNC
to deliver its powerful and functional blockchain solutions.
Marketing Goal:
Close Crypto M&A merger deals companies and gather a pool of blockchain
developers
2nd PHASE: ALADDIN WALLET PROMOTIONS
Aladdin Wallet is a subsidiary of the TNC IT Group. Aladdin Wallet is a digital
wallet developer that has successfully published Aladdin Wallet, Aladdin Pro
Wallet, and Aladdin Wallet Plus. TNC closely cooperates with the Aladdin
Wallet team to support TNC’s revolutionary Crypto M&A project.
Aladdin Pro Wallet serves as the official wallet of the Crypto M&A project.
Aladdin Pro will facilitate the token/coin swap and TNC Coin distribution.
TNC promotes Aladdin Pro Wallet through the program to token/coin swap
participants and merger advisors. This is a collaborative strategy between
both companies to increase Aladdin Wallet download while ensuring the
TNC Coin swap and distribution is conducted in a secure wallet platform.
Marketing Goal:
Increase the user base of Aladdin Wallet products.
3rd PHASE: FOSTER A RETAIL BUSINESS THROUGH BUYALADDIN
TNC Group plans to tap into the flourishing e-commerce industry by investing on Buyaladdin, an innovative application that integrates +100 marketplaces worldwide. E-commerce is a booming industry and is making. TNC
will be able to expand its business in the digital economy by the tapping into
the e-commerce industry.
Buyaladdin will bridge the gap between cryptocurrencies and the e-commerce marketplace.
Marketing Goal:
Grow the ecosystem of merchants and customers of Buyaladdin.
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4th PHASE: PROVIDE BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPMENT
With a network of developers, TNC will accept government and enterprise
clients that are interested in integrating blockchain technology within their
organization’s ecosystem.
Through a mergers program, a great network will be built to develop platforms that will help drive mass crypto adoption. As TNC believes that blockchain is the future, backing decentralized ventures will proliferate the expansion of blockchain use cases.
Marketing Goal:
Build an authority and grow our reputation within the industry in providing
blockchain services to a great number of businesses.
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9. Public Relations & Advertising Strategy
9.1 How We Promote TNC IT Group As A Brand
TNC IT Group has entered the industry with a grand mission statement that
aims to unite 500+ cryptocurrencies worldwide. TNC IT Group’s announcement of the Crypto M&A project has been a loud statement that intrigued the
international blockchain community. In marketer’s perspective, entering the
industry and creating such buzz is what we consider a successful publicity.
Through actions taken in utilizing technology and tapping into the right channels we have attained success in introducing our company to the crypto and
blockchain industry. We have sent out our message through selected channels and established partnerships with the right personalities and organizations for TNC to receive maximum exposure.
TNC Group holds capabilities to execute its stated mission and vision into
reality. Through effective advertising and marketing campaigns, we want to
ensure that we made this known by the public within the blockchain industry
and even beyond.
Both Advertising and Public Relations (PR) help build brands and communicate with target audiences. We have listed PR strategies and selected advertising channels that aim to establish TNC IT Group as a valuable brand in its
chosen field.

9.2 Public Relations & Advertising Strategies
TNC IT Group has been successful in launching some major campaigns and
efforts to promote the company’s brand. We have listed below the past successful projects that gave our brand a boost to where it is today. TNC has the
goal to maintain, plan, and continue to reveal fresh new projects in marketing our services and plans.
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Events
TNC Grand Launch Event
As part of our early advertising efforts, we have organized TNC IT Group’s
grand launch event along with the introduction of Buyaladdin held on July
16, 2019 at the Rockefeller Center, in New York, USA. The event was graced
upon by different key people from the blockchain industry.
The guests who attended consisted of influencers, investors, legal professionals, and tech entrepreneurs. We have invited blockchain writers as well
as influencers to cover and started to build a network with blockchain industry personalities from all over the world present at the event.
Event Sponsorship

As part of our initiative to introduce TNC as a company on a broader scale.
We have been the sponsor of CC Forum London 2019 event.95 An event that
gathers professionals and enthusiasts whose interests are centered on artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain, and other emerging technologies.
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For brand awareness, our logo has been visible throughout the event venue.We were given a booth, and there we accommodated all guests interested to know more about TNC as a company, our crypto M&A project and our
service offerings.

Press Release
Our marketing team continues to feed Press Releases regarding major We
release paid presses to reputable crypto media platforms such as Cointelegraph, NewsBTC, Blockonomi, TechBullion, Yahoo News, Coingape, Blockchain Magazine, Crypto Newsroom among many others.

Digital Marketing
As the digital space is where crypto and the community belongs, we put digital marketing as a priority. We find online platforms to be more beneficial to
our marketing efforts due to the possible targeted advertising. Currently, we
regularly execute social media and content marketing campaigns. Occasionally, we pay digital display ads on high-traffic crypto websites. We also perform country-targeted display ads in local language like the one we posted
on tokenpost.kr, a prominent crypto focused media website in South Korea.
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10. Current & Estimated Sales of TNC IT Group
TNC IT Group only started its operation in October 2018. The company started to record sales during the second quarter of 2019. Based on the records,
TNC’s early earnings were brought in by TNC consulting services 一 specifically business consulting and market making.
Within the span of one year, TNC IT Group has reached an estimated total
sale of over half-a-million dollars. The top services for this includes smart
contract and wallet development.
The company also received good revenues in offering its marketing services,
the top-gaining marketing services includes website designing, digital marketing, and whitepaper drafting.

10.1 Subsidiary Company Sales
Tracking our Revenues
TNC IT Group is a parent to a number of subsidiary companies. As of the last
quarter 2019, TNC Teams, Aladdin Wallet, Buyaladdin, and
Tokenmarketcaps were all operational as stand-alone project companies.
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The highest revenue accounted on the company financial books was brought
in by TNC Teams, TNC’s established consulting company. The consulting
company that provides a broad spectrum of services closed the year 2019
almost hitting 400,000 US dollars in total sales revenues.
While the next most profitable company is Aladdin Wallet, which launched
two active wallets in the market. Aladdin Wallet earned almost $250,000
since it started its business operations. BitStorm Exchange is at fourth earning
approximately $225,000 in a span of three quarters. As digital tools, Buyaladdin, and Tokenmarketcaps are in the bottom two, both contributing less than
$150,000 each since it was launched.

10.2 Forecasted Company Revenues
Positive Outlook in Revenues
TNC IT Group initially launched 8 initiatives and services upon its establishment. However, seven out of these eight are technical services which we consider the only money-generating offerings we have.
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The income we gain from successful delivery of our services will primarily fuel
the business forward. These seven technical services are the following: Cryptocurrency Development, Smart Contract Development, Mainnet Development, Crypto Wallet Development, Payment Platform, Blockchain Integration, and Exchange Development.
We did a financial forecast of our future revenues in a 3-year time period.
Based on our annual financial record in 2019, we were able to formulate and
calculate a forecasted chart of sales until 2023. We have used a conservative
percentage of 15% as compounded annual growth rate (CGAR). We see
Blockchain Integration and Exchange Development as two services as major
profit drivers for TNC in the near future.
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11. Future Infrastructure Forecast
With an instilled growth mindset, we are constantly seeking progress for all
our laid out initiatives. We are clear in our goals for our services, project,
initiatives, and subsidiary companies. TNC aims to achieve and surpass the
numbers presented below.

11.1 Crypto M&A Project
The Crypto M&A project has kicked-off during the third quarter of 2019. As
publicly announced, we are aiming to unite about 500 crypto companies
under our Crypto M&A project. The TNC merger team has been relentless in
pursuing merger deals to realize the same number we have stated during our
company grand launching event. Initially closing deals with 10 mergers, the
Crypto M&A will slowly grow to a total of 500 merger companies by the end
of 2023.
Moreover, the Crypto M&A project will also allow TNC to grow its network of
blockchain professionals that includes blockchain developers, marketing
executives, and tech entrepreneurs. At this forecasted rate, we are expecting
to lead a global network with at least 5000 people by the year 2021.
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11.2 Aladdin Wallet
Aladdin Wallet is one of the first launched products in the market. At the time
of writing, there were officially 25,000 registered users on the Aladdin wallet
and Aladdin Pro wallet. Both Aladdin wallet products are available for download from Google PlayStore and Apple AppStore.
In terms of marketing, the Aladdin Pro wallet serves as the official wallet of the
Crypto M&A project. As the Crypto M&A project gets more successful in
mergers, more communities will be using the Aladin Pro wallet to receive
their TNC Coin swap.

11.3 Buyaladdin Application
Buyaladdin was launched during the late months of 2019. It was initially
downloaded by 10,000 people, who have been anticipating innovative features released since the introduction of the product in Rockefeller Center, in
New York. With remarkable features anticipated by many, more curious
crypto users and consumers have slowly navigated through the application.
Furthermore, due to the Coronavirus pandemic in the first quarter of 2020
there was a significant big shift in consumer behavior, which preferred the
purchasing online applications. With online shopping growing every year,
Buyaladdin sees a profitable future when the application enters popularity
and grows its user base.
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11.4 Tokenmarketcaps
Tokenmarketcaps is our own version of Coinmarketcap, and similarly to other
crypto information websites we provide cryptocurrency data at real time. As
an infrastructure, what sets us apart from others are innovative features
ingrained within our portal and application. We provide tools and customizable settings to further assist users in their research and asset calculations.
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11.5 BitStorm Exchange
BitStorm is set to launch the second quarter of 2020. As a forecast, we expect
the exchange to kick off with a conservative rate of 1000 users and constantly
grow on a monthly basis. By 2021, we expect a total of 50,000 registered
traders on BitStorm exchange.
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12. Management Team

12.1 Founder & CEO - Ethan Lee
Name

Ethan Lee

Nationality

South Korea

Position

Founder & CEO

Years of Experience

25+

Industries of Experience

Blockchain, Cryptocurrency,
Information Technology, Finance

Ethan Lee first earned his managerial role at Hyundai Heavy Industries Co.,
Ltd, in 1993. It was the early year of his career that showed and seasoned his
leadership in heading innovative projects. With a profile tailored for the business, the Finance area has always been a passion, in all his roles in IT corporations.
Being an experienced C-level executive in the IT and fintech industry, Ethan
spent 5 years at his first company and headed for almost 9 years at Samchang, also in Korea. In 2008, at Samsung, he started to play the central role
of Head of the I&C Department.
Being a crypto-enthusiast since the birth of the first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin,
Ethan ventured into blockchain technology after receiving a primer on
Bitcoin from top Korean executives. Today, Ethan is an example of resilience
and dedication for all his employees. He leads TNC and deserves the spotlight as the man who planted TNC in alignment with its endeavors.
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12.2 Co-Founder & Executive Director - Jason Jang
Name

Jason H. Jang

Nationality

South Korea / USA

Position

Co-Founder & Executive Director

Years of Experience

15+

Industries of Experience

Blockchain, Cryptocurrency,
Information Technology, Finance,
Education

Jason Jang is a born communicator, to represent Crypto M&A. With an academic education that passed through South Korea and the USA, Jason Jang
is a person of the world from an early age. He is Executive Director and
Co-Founder of TNC.
Recognized in the business world as a trusted advisor in the ITTP program
and blockchain, he entirely conducts instructions and consultation among
various international companies. He currently serves as the CEO of Deboot
Blockchain Consulting and Media, takes part in the Blockchain Educational
Committee at Global Blockchain Organization, is a board member of
HKIBFA, and CIO of PAYX Foundation.
To get where he is today, Jason had to prove his strong leadership skills
among companies such as ENGDIA PLU, where he was Chief Executive Officer for over 11 years, or KBM BLOCK, where he was Chief Information Officer.
Jang's experience is remarkable and he has been an excellent asset to lead
the Crypto M&A.
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12.3 Chief Strategic Officer - G.W. Lee
Name

G.W Lee

Nationality

South Korea

Position

Chief Strategic Officer

Years of Experience

20+

Industries of Experience

Blockchain, Cryptocurrency,
Information Technology,
Development, Consulting

G.W.Lee is the mind behind countless blockchain projects. Despite striving to
keep his description, his visionary ideas and talented business strategies do
not leave the blockchain industry indifferent. At TNC, he is the Chief Strategic
Officer, but he is much more than that: Lee is the intelligence and ambition
behind TNC, with many of the business strategies being designed and managed by him.
With more than 15 years of excellent experience in areas such as Blockchain,
Cryptocurrency, Information Technology, Development, and Consulting, Lee
also holds the essential positions of CSO of the ABBC Foundation. Within
ABBC, he has played key roles in working out business strategy in expanding
the scope of operations and services of the company.
Through his exceptional interest in fintech innovation, he has previously run
BTC mining in Korea. That said, it is essential to highlight that he has been in
the cryptocurrency and ICO development scene for over 4 years.
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12.4 M&A Director - Rachael Jang
Name

Rachael Jang

Nationality

New Zealand / South Korea

Position

M&A Director

Years of Experience

5+

Industries of Experience

Blockchain, Cryptocurrency,
Consulting, Marketing

Rachael plays an essential role in gathering blockchain developers as the
M&A Director for TNC. Rachael’s cross-cultural exposure and people skills
make her efficient in driving TNC’s Crypto M&A project within the international blockchain industry. She also has in-depth technical knowledge of
blockchain technology.
Having worked in several countries around the world and other Middle East
countries, Rachael is knowledgeable with the culturally-diverse ways of doing
business.
Despite being the youngest member of the management team, with keen
leadership skills, she has proven herself effective handling the program’s
marketing strategies. is an essential asset for the development of the communication of the company.
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13. TNC on Media
1.) TNC IT Group on Cointelegraph
Headline:

TNC IT Group to Commence with Mergers and
Acquisitions in Crypto Marketing

Publish Date:

August 2019

Media

Cointelegraph.com96
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2.) TNC Group and Buyaladdin on NewsBTC
Headline:

TNC Group’s Official Event Launch Unveiled
Buyaladdin Shopping Mall

Publish Date:

July 2019

Media

NewsBTC.com97
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3.) TNC Group and Buyaladdin on Blockonomi
Headline:

TNC IT Solutions Group Kicks Off - Initiatives and
Appraisals in Progress

Publish Date:

July 2019

Media

BLOCKONOMI.com98
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4.) TNC Group on TechBullion
Headline:

TNC CEO Bruce Jeong to Attend CC Forum
London 2019

Publish Date:

September 2019

Media

TechBullion.com99
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5.) TNC IT Group on Yahoo Finance
Headline:

TNC IT Group Token to be Listed this April

Publish Date:

April 2020

Media

Bitcoin News100
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6.) TNC IT Group on Naver
Headline:

4월 30일 TNC Coin 상장! TNC Crypto M&A
한 걸음 더 나아가다
(TNC Coin listed on April 30! TNC Crypto M&A
Goes One Step Further)

Publish Date:

April 2020

Media

Naver101
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7.) TNC IT Group on Yahoo Finance
Headline:

TNC Coin Enters the Market with Massive Bullish
Price Movement

Publish Date:

April 2020

Media

Yahoo Finance102 and Yahoo News103
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14. Our Partners
TNC has already collected more than 30 partners since the beginning of this
journey at the end of 2018. All partner companies have an essential place in
the development of the TNC group and in achieving the ambitious goals that
we have proposed for the company. That said, we decided to choose five
different companies, to represent some of the different areas that cooperate
with us.
In this section, we will introduce about five different companies with the
common goal of contributing to the success of TNC and blockchain, globally.
These partner companies are the Global Blockchain Organization, in place of
the representative of the blockchain industry, Abdullah Al Awadi & Associates, to represent the legal sector, Alternative Development Organization,
representing our nonprofit organizations, Prism to represent tech companies
and, finally, Fairwinds, to represent the Finance industry.
Please note that all the partner companies play a crucial role in the development of TNC and in supporting the construction of a comprehensive and
valuable service. Given the impossibility of talking about all of them, we present below a table and description for five partners, each representing a different area of business.

14.1 Global Blockchain Organization
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Name

Global Blockchain Organization (GBO)

Industry

Blockchain

Founded

2019

Headquarters

Oslo, Norway

Global Blockchain Organization (GBO) is a Norwegian company founded in
2019.104 Despite its young lifetime, it combines multiple industry experts and
the ambition of simplifying and enhancing the adoption and proper use of
blockchain technologies. There are several areas in which it stands out mainly
in ADM compliant applications, including but not limited to Governance,
Education, Healthcare, Infrastructure, Finance, and Energy.
The Norwegian project also has the vision of bringing together Governments, Corporations, Blockchain Industry Experts, Blockchain Associations,
and other stakeholders and, in this way, shaping the future of the blockchain
through the process, regulation, and universal compliance towards Blockchain for Humanity.
In addition to being a representative in the prominent area of TNC, the
Global Blockchain Organization is a partner to interconnect us with Europe.
Headquartered in northern Europe and in a country that strives for an economy and an unequaled regime, GBO is useful in understanding blockchain
and cryptocurrency in countries with legislation already in force, in a European reality, and for global cooperation.
The fact that the company brings together governments, blockchain companies, education, healthcare, and many other areas, allows us to achieve our
goal even more swiftly and efficiently. Through this partnership, the goal of
unifying the cryptocurrency world and ensuring that blockchain manages to
benefit the highest number of people becomes faster and easier.
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14.2 Abdulla Al Awadi & Associates

Name

Abdulla Al Awadi & Associates (AAA)

Industry

Law Practice

Founded

1998

Headquarters

Dubai, UAE

Founded in 1998, which means that it already has more than two decades of
history, Abdulla Al Awadi (AAA)105 is one of the leading law firms in the
Middle East, having its base in Dubai. The company works with industry-leading practices on both the litigation and corporate sides and stand-out teams
in Financial Services, Arbitration, Commercial Banking, Insurance, Real Estate
/ Construction, and Intellectual Property.
AAA also has a broad array of international qualifications and distinct backgrounds, with lawyers having several years of international experience before
contributing to their practice in the United Arab Emirates and Dubai International Financial Center Courts and arbitration tribunals.
With a proven potential in these more than 20 years of experience, the law
firm is an essential partner in the development and growth of TNC. A partner
from day one, AAA helps TNC to guarantee rights related to intellectual
property, later giving this support to our associates. Furthermore, it is an
essential support in understanding the different laws associated with cryptocurrencies around the world and the rights to privacy, which are so different
in each country in which we operate.
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AAA not only protects the TNC, but partnerships with law firms are also
essential to guarantee the security of our businesses, the businesses of our
partners and are very supportive of Crypto M&A. As our project is pioneering, it is essential to keep the legal rules of different countries objective and
to protect our merger companies and our users, in this sense, having this and
other law firms on our side only benefit our business and the entire industry.

14.3 Alternative Development Organization (ADO)

Name

Alternative Development Organization (ADO)

Industry

EES, International Affairs (Non-Profit Organization)

Founded

1997

Headquarters

Oslo, Fridtjof Nansens

Alternative Development Organization (ADO) is an independent, nonprofit
legal entity headquartered in Oslo, Norway.106 The organization is registered under Norwegian law and focuses on evolving, designing, and implementing a new socio-economic development model. The framework is
known as the Alternative Development Model (ADM) based on the principles
of energy efficiency, environmental responsibility, and Sustainability (EES).
ADM is the main driver of ADO. It advocates the non-exploitation of people,
resources, and the environment at its core and works toward creating and
executing equitable and empowering initiatives. The company is also motivated by a strategic partnership of India-Japan Global Partnership (IJGP), the
first archetype of empowerment-based ADM framework.
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TNC recognizes the vision and values of ADO and the Alternative Development Model as a way of cooperating between Dubai and Oslo to further
share the EES vision to the countries that have the power to overhaul their
development framework.
Strategically positioned in Norway, the company hails Nordic sensibility as
one of the most future-forward and sustainable. With the establishment of the
Alternative Development Organization (ADO) and the ethics of ADM,
entrenched in responsibility, competence, and sustainability grows the
expectation of ensuring improved life quality for people all over the world.

14.4 Prism

Name

Prism Protocol

Industry

Med Technology (AI, IoT, Big Data)

Founded

2017

Headquarters

Singapore

Prism is a software company developing innovative solutions to empower
global healthcare.107 Their mission of accelerating the transition to preventive healthcare is made possible through Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and
Internet of Things technologies.
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Despite being headquartered in Singapore, the company offers services
worldwide, allowing users to self-collect their Real-World Data (RWD) and
actively monitor critical health markers. To do so, Prism integrates and assists
in the distribution of next-generation IoT devices that provide reliable and
qualitative data.
This partnership with TNC was born shortly after the launch of the TNC Group
and has shown itself to be very fruitful in helping TNC to reach all markets,
namely health. As we have already clarified throughout these sections, our
company has an ambitious mission to reach all industries and to partner,
merge or support projects that influence best practices.
By establishing a link between technology, cryptocurrency, and health, TNC
and Prism are able, together, to support the health market worldwide in a
more innovative, faster, and more efficient way.

14.5 Fairwinds

Name

Fairwinds Management, Ltd.

Industry

Finance

Founded

2013

Headquarters

Birkirkara, Malta
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Fairwinds Management Limited is a company formation and administration
specialist providing a broad spectrum of corporate, legal, and financial services.108 Since joining the European Union in 2004, Malta has become a hub
for financial and corporate services and what motivated the launch of a project that offers its customers a way to optimize their profits.
And the company offers several services, among which stand out offshore
company incorporations, holding company incorporations, business advisory services, accounting and payroll, tax consultancy, and tax planning, to
name a few.
In addition to being on the European Union market and representing a way
of jointly with TNC to link the financial markets in Asia and Europe, Fairwinds
is a company that brings together several financial experts. In this sense, and
an excellent partnership with TNC to guarantee the quality of financial investments in M&A projects.

14.6 Our Conclusion
After an extensive analysis of five companies, TNC reiterates that it is proud of
all its partnerships and continues to seek to establish other ways to connect
to the various sectors that can be positively influenced by blockchain and
cryptocurrency. Each company exposed above represents a distinct business
line, standing out in several countries globally. Furthermore, these companies are leaders in their areas and seek to offer the best services to their customers.
Through the TNC Group, cryptocurrency can reach all services and business
areas, benefiting other companies and, above all, their users or consumers.
TNC, through its partnerships, is able to go further and help more consumers
around the world.
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15. Subsidiary Companies
15.1 Buyaladdin
Business Type:

E-commerce Mobile Application

Official Website:

www.buyaladdin.com

Buyaladdin is an international e-commerce company that is based and registered in Delaware, U.S.109 The company’s vision is to build a platform that
could deliver a global and comprehensive online shopping experience to
customers and merchants.
Targeting both crypto and non-crypto users, the flagship product of the company is the Buyaladdin application. This all-payment e-commerce marketplace will accept various cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and ABBC
Coin as well as fiat payment methods like Visa or PayPal. Buyaladdin is available worldwide, and it will enable users to shop at more than 100 shopping
malls, 50 of which are major retailers like Amazon, eBay, Rakuten, and
Coupang with an option to pay with crypto.
Together with global partners and highly-capable developers, Buyaladdin
company has worked tirelessly to establish a platform that will connect the
worlds of cryptocurrency and e-commerce.
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Key Features

Keyword Shopping Mall

Quick Join

Price Comparison

Item Filter

Hot Trends
Item Review
Hot Keyword

Keyword Shopping Mall
The Keyword Shopping Mall enables users to select their preferred shopping
malls. Users can choose from the in-app list to view all the supported online
stores that they can buy from.
Price Comparison
Buyaladdin allows customers to search for similar items based on the set keyword combination. This will enable shoppers to select the best-priced deals
in an easier way.
Hot Trends
Shoppers will get to know the trending items that are selling fast worldwide.
This will ensure Buyaladdin users would never miss out on the latest trends
and limited merchandise.
Item Reviews
In Buyaladdin, users can watch, create, and request item reviews for free. This
can establish community engagement and participation and establish trust
between retailers and consumers.
Hot Keyword
In Buyaladdin, users can be informed of the most-searched items within the
app. Shoppers can see what’s trending and check out if they are interested in
buying these items.
Quick Join
To save time and effort, Buyaladdin has an in-app function that allows shoppers to quickly make an account by signing up for any supported online
stores inside the app.
Item Filter
Users who prefer to have customized search results can enable the filter
options. Items can be sorted based on age, nationality, and gender.
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15.2 TNC Teams (TNC Consulting)
Business Type:

Blockchain Business Consulting

Official Website:

www.tncteams.com

TNC Teams provides a wide spectrum of services and solutions to help
blockchain projects grow successful in their chosen field.110 With its diverse
team of analytical and creative professionals, TNC delivers competent services proven to result in significant progress.
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Main Business Offerings

Business Consultancy

Crypto Market Websites

Business Establishment

Advisory Services

Team Establishment

Exchange Listing

Market Making
Legal Opinion
Audit Reporting

Technical Services

Marketing Services

Blockchain Development

Content Marketing

Web Development

Design Services

Mobile Development

Digital Marketing Services

Crypto Wallet Services
Crypto Wallet Development Services
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15.3 Aladdin Wallet
Business Type:

Digital Wallet Development

Official Website:

www.aladdinmc.com

Aladdin is a fintech company providing top-tier and security-improved digital
wallets for cryptocurrencies111 It offers three principal wallets, namely the
Aladdin Wallet, Aladdin Pro, and Aladdin Plus. The project delivers custodial
and non-custodial multi-asset wallets, allowing its users to send, receive, and
stake digital assets safely.
Aladdin's ambition is to assure the highest security features for the cryptocurrency world as crypto wallets are essential to every cryptocurrency user. That
said, Aladdin aims to build secure and stable asset storage that suits different
users.
Aladdin fintech company counts with a generous team of highly-skilled
developers experienced in blockchain and applications' development. The
company intends to be the leading cryptocurrency wallet development company offering a wide range of cost-effective, high-performance, and easily-integrated wallet creation services.
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Key Features

Cutting-edge Security
DApps
Blockchain
Wallet Development
Cross-border Payments
Custodial and Non-Custodial Specs
Multi-Asset Tools

Aladdin Wallet
Aladdin Wallet is a non-custodial wallet. It is the 2.0 version of ABBC's digital
crypto wallet and offers its users full control over their crypto assets. It
enables fast and secure peer-to-peer transactions with no intermediaries.
a) ERC20 Support
Aladdin Wallet supports more than 1,600 ERC20 standard tokens, providing
its users with extensive asset storage. In this way, the wallet handles all kinds
of crypto transactions and allows its users to diversify their portfolio.
b) Resource Management
Aladdin Wallet allows its users to allocate their resources for CPT, NET, or
RAM. Through this tool, users can check and monitor the number of available
resources in their wallet. Finally, if users choose to stake ABBC coins or TNC
tokens, they can benefit from zero-cost transactions.
Aladdin Pro
Aladdin Pro is a decentralized wallet with custodial support. It is recommended for professional traders and users who look for a trusted wallet service. It
offers top-tier crypto asset protection and high-level security features.
a) Payment Gateway with Broad Asset Support
Aladdin Pro wallet works as a payment gateway improved by its novel mobile
device identification and location detection. In this sense, and for higher protection, users can only access their wallets on the device used upon registration, and every withdrawal attempt from a new location will be reviewed
immediately. On the other hand, users can conveniently send or receive
different cryptos without switching from one account to another as the wallet
enables efficient multi-currency transactions.
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b) Defense Mechanism
Aladdin Pro provides its users with impenetrable defense. As stated above,
the wallet stands out for its high-level security layers, striving to deliver the
best protection for its users' crypto assets. The defense mechanism of Aladdin Pro is developed to be robust and solid through voice verification features, mnemonic phrase, pin code, and biometrics.
Aladdin Plus
Aladdin Plus is the newest wallet project of Aladdin. It is a convenient and
multipurpose digital asset wallet, created with fundamental tools for safe and
uninterrupted transactions. It has improved security measures to assure custodial asset security while allowing users to favorably keep track of digital
asset prices on a real-time basis.
Free Access and Price Tracking
Aladdin Plus is the newest wallet project of Aladdin. It is a convenient and
multipurpose digital asset wallet, created with fundamental tools for safe and
uninterrupted transactions. It has improved security measures to assure custodial asset security while allowing users to favorably keep track of digital
asset prices on a real-time basis.
Ease of Use
Aladdin Plus application, developed for iOS and Android, has a user-friendly
design aiming to provide a seamless interface to help users to focus on their
assets. In this way, the Aladdin plus app is perfect for both experienced
crypto traders and newbies.
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15.4 Tokenmarketcaps
Business Type:

Cryptocurrency Information Portal and Application

Official Website:

www.tokenmarketcaps.com

Tokenmarketcaps is a one-stop cryptocurrency market portal that aims to
provide the latest cryptocurrency rankings, exchange volume, crypto news
and events, ICO updates, and many more.112 With this free application, users
can acquire the latest information about the top-performing cryptocurrencies
like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tether, Litecoin, and TRON and over 2,000 altcoins
within the market.
Users can navigate with ease within the Tokenmarketcaps app to know the
rankings, volumes, and price changes per cryptocurrency based on market
capitalization or exchanges. Price comparison tools and historical data is also
available as added extra features.
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Key Features

Real-time Cryptocurrency Rankings
Leading Exchanges Rankings
Latest and Ongoing ICOs
Current News & Events
Efficient Portfolio Management
Easy-to-Use Application

Real-time based rankings for 2,000+ cryptocurrencies
Tokenmarketcaps will display the cryptocurrency market rankings in
real-time. From the bitcoin price and other altcoin prices, market cap, circulating supply, and price graph, you can anticipate which crypto is most likely
to gain or lose. Top gainers and losers can also be monitored side by side.
Monitor leading cryptocurrency exchanges
Tokenmarketcaps ranks more than 100 exchanges based on its adjusted
volume and price change. Check out comprehensive details about the historic volume, active markets, fiat pairs, trading pairs, and fee structures of Coinbase, Bittrex, OKEx, Bithumb Global, Binance, BitForex, HitBTC, Bitfinex, and
more.
Manage your crypto portfolio easily
Tokenmarketcaps enables you to track all your cryptocurrencies and other
digital asset’s value based on the live crypto market. Users can see an overview of their total holdings in USD. The current price of their asset in the
market is displayed with projections of a positive or negative price change.
Easy and convenient tool to compare cryptos
Tokenmarketcaps offers a user-friendly and easy-to-navigate cryptocurrency
comparison platform. Investors can compare crypto prices based on market
capitalization, and volume. The comparison data are presented within a table
which shows significant information such as the rank, price, market cap,
volume within 24 hours.
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Set Crypto prices notifications
Enabling the coin alert feature, users can set notifications for bullish trends or
price drops in the crypto market. Tokenmarketcaps allows registered users to
set thresholds and alerts by percentage or price value for significant cryptocurrency price movement — for significant rise and drop in crypto value. The
main purpose of this feature is to help investors mitigate risk and stop losses.
Latest news within the blockchain and crypto sector
Tokenmarketcaps gathers the breaking crypto news from various online
media publications like Cointelegraph, Coindesk, Newsbtc, and other sources. For users and traders who want to learn more about the innovative tech
sector and expand their networks, Tokenmarketcaps lists down conferences,
celebrations, and activities you can participate in.
Follow the timeline of upcoming & ongoing ICOs
Tokenmarketcaps aims to be the premier go-to site for cryptocurrency-related search. The website portal provided an avenue for cryptocurrency investors to know the latest and on-going Initial Coin Offerings (ICO). Tokenmarketcaps will help guide ICO investors in understanding the services and offerings before they invest in the coin projects.
Switch to Day or Night mode
Tokenmarketcaps wanted to present cryptocurrency data in a clear and
appealing window. Users are given options to view and navigate the website
in day or night mode. This feature will aid in a clearer review of data to be
easy on the eyes — dependent on the preference and visual taste of the
viewer.
Currency Conversion Calculator
This feature allows users to instantly know the conversion value of a cryptocurrency to fiat or fiat to cryptocurrency using Tokenmarketcaps Coin Conversion Calculator. The calculator has all registered cryptocurrencies and
selected stable fiat currencies with the rates based on the reliable and
real-time market.
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The Tokenmarketcaps Application is available in both Apple Appstore and
Google Playstore. It is designed with jam-packed features to assist cryptocurrency holders, investors, and traders in their crypto market research. Tokenmarketcaps offers a user-friendly and easy-to-navigate cryptocurrency comparison platform.
Coin Alert Notifications
Tokenmarketcaps allows registered users to set thresholds and alerts for
significant rise and drop in crypto value. It helps investors mitigate risk and
stop losses.
Currency Conversion Calculator
Users can instantly know the conversion of a crypto-to-fiat or fiat-to-crypto
based on real-time rates using this calculator.
Accurate Portfolio Platform
Tokenmarketcaps enables you to track all your cryptocurrencies and other
digital asset’s value based on the live crypto market. You can see an overview
of your total holdings in USD.
Customized Watchlist
Tokenmarketcaps enables users to customize their dashboard by filtering the
digital currencies they are following for quick review and reference.
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15.5 BitStorm Exchange
Business Type:

Exchange Platform

Official Website:

www.bsbex.io

Bitstorm is a TNC subsidiary with various offerings, beginning with the
Bitstorm crypto exchange.113 The Bitstorm exchange aims to provide a platform that allows users to deposit, store, trade, and withdraw cryptocurrencies. With the ambition of becoming a crucial element in the finance industry,
Bitstorm presents a user-friendly interface, with detailed information to provide its users with the ability to trade on high volumes on several trading
pairs.
Bitsorm exchange includes multiple tokens and coins, available for purchase
and trade. It includes its own currency, appropriately named Bitstorm Coin
(BSB). BSB currently has trading pairs in Bitcoin, Ethereum, ABBC Coin, and
TNC Coin, it is set to add more shortly.
Preparing to launch its exchange platform in Q2 of 2020, Bitstorm team is
developing a system capable of sustaining over a thousand orders per
second, assuring that it will not be overwhelmed by the number of transactions being made in the short and long term. The platform will not support
fiat currency and direct trading between digital currencies and fiat.
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Key Features

Growing Network
Fast Liquidation
Ease of Use
Bitstorm Foundation
Bitstorm Academy
Bitstorm Wallet

Growing Network
Bitstorm will partner with multiple exchanges around the world to assure a
growing network to its users. By being a subsidiary of TNC it also benefits
from its vast infrastructure.
Fast Liquidation
Bitstorm is compatible with the most popular cryptocurrencies, such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum, and its network is capable of assuring that payouts can
be processed within minutes, any time of the day.
Ease of Use
Bitstorm platform offers an easy-to-use interface that benefits experienced
users and newbies. It also offers valuable and accurate information to guarantee its users make informed predictions.
Bitstorm Foundation
In parallel with TNC's philanthropic vision, Bitstorm will also dedicate a portion of its earnings to give back to the less fortunate through Bitstorm Foundation. The company will partner with multiple institutions around the world
and will also allow users to donate funds through Bitstorm Foundation, offering the transactions.
Bitstorm Academy
Bitstorm will be performing online courses on cryptocurrency and blockchain
for crypto mass adoption. Bitstorm Academy will be integrated into the website featuring paid and non-paid courses with an end-of-course exam that
grants a certificate if passed.
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Bitstorm Wallet
Through our wallet development subsidiary Aladdin, Bitstorm will also provide its users with a wallet. It is being developed to hold multiple virtual currencies and to offer the best security features. A secure and private key will be
stored locally and protected through layers of security.
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15.6 Real Research
Business Type:

Survey Panel and Application

Official Website:

www.realresearcher.com

Real Research is a secure environment that aims to cater to the research and
marketing needs of every business enterprise and government institution.114
It mainly offers an innovative platform where companies and political parties
can conveniently conduct surveys and acquire data from real qualified
respondents.
By leveraging the use of blockchain technology and smart contracts, Real
Research offers a highly secure, efficient, and reliable ecosystem for data
gathering. Our main goal is to help business owners and government representatives to draw credible conclusions backed-up by real and unmanipulated data.
Real Research Technology
Web Sponsor Portal
Real Research provides a next generation survey panel where clients who
wish to hold a survey can define their budget and set respondent filters to
ensure they reach their target respondents.
Survey Generator
Advancing from pen-and-paper surveys, Real Research introduces a more
modern and convenient way of answering surveys via its own app. It aims to
encourage more respondents to join and easily answer polls on their smartphone.
Rewards System
Interested brands and companies can easily launch their survey and easily
reward survey participants with crypto. Through the sponsor portal they can
just set the budget and Real Research will fairly divide and distribute the
bounty to the survey respondents.
Report Generator
At the back-end, Real Research records all data securely on the blockchain.
Real Research also provides in-depth reports and valuable insights from the
survey data collected through its app.
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16. Company Roadmap
2018
Q4 - Forming the company
Establishment of the company
Blockchain and cryptocurrency market data research

2019
Q1 - Assembling the team and head offices
Establish TNC Group branch offices
Begin analysis of advisors and partners selection process
Q2 - Project Announcement
Start announcement of possible merge with token companies
Initiate the process of merging token companies and the token
swap process
Q3 - Establishing Partnerships
Establishing partnerships with over 30 companies in different industries
Q4 - Subsidiary Companies
Announcing and supporting subsidiary companies
Buyaladdin
Aladdin Wallet
TNC Teams
Tokenmarketcaps
Bitstorm Exchange
TNC Blockchain Development
Launch the TNC Group’s blockchain testnet
Initiate TNC Group mainnet development and services
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2020
Q1 - Mergers & Acquisitions
Announce merging with over 500 blockchain and cryptocurrency
projects through merger project
Finalize partnerships with the first batch of merger companies
Finalize Merged Company
Finalize merging with token companies and the token swap process
Complete the TNC Group blockchain development service platform
Q2 - Stock Exchange Listing
Start trading TNC’s assets through the Stock Exchange
Q3 - Launch New Subsidiary Companies
Launch TNC Consulting (TNC Teams) and start delivering
consulting services
Q4 - Crypto M&A Progress
Start the second batch of Crypto M&A with new merging companies
Launch of Real Research project
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17. Company Future Vision
Driven by What We See Tomorrow
TNC IT Group has been fortunate to be founded by forward-thinking and
visionary leaders. Our founders have aligned our path toward reaching big
ambitions within the blockchain industry. We have four major company goals
and we are working our best to overcome the hurdles in the journey of pursuing our goals.
1. Form an International Network of Blockchain Professionals
As part of our ambition to be a leading company in the blockchain industry,
we introduced a different approach to cater to the needs of the various industries. We aim to gather blockchain professionals and developers with different specializations and exposure to collaborate with us on future blockchain
projects. With this, we will also fulfill gaps in the shortage of skilled blockchain developers.
2. Introduce an Original Blockchain Infrastructure
Crypto M&A exists beyond the purpose of merging cryptocurrencies. TNC
aligns the program in our goal to build the world's largest blockchain infrastructure with the help of merger companies’ in-house blockchain developers and our gathered pool of blockchain developers. TNC will be introducing
an innovative and original blockchain infrastructure developed by a united
network of blockchain professionals from all around the world.
3. Be a Reputable Blockchain Solutions Provider
With the aim to be in forefront of the enterprise blockchain technology integration and development. We are aiming to build TNC IT Group as a brand
with a good reputation brought about by our service and expertise on blockchain-related business matters. We hope to induce a great influence on the
global blockchain industry through our comprehensive blockchain deployment, project investment and technical service.
4. Enlist TNC IT Group on NASDAQ
We have revealed our long-term plans to reside and base our headquarters
in New York, USA. Along with this plan, we are looking into enlisting TNC IT
Group on the Nasdaq stock market, a world-renowned American stock
market. This part of our efforts to create a stable profit model for our chosen
business area and confidently grow our operations in the United States and
nearby countries in the Northern America region.
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HOW APPLE USES BLOCKCHAIN TO IMPROVE IPHONE SECURITY.
December 2018
https://www.ico.li/how-apple-uses-blockchain/

70.Coindesk.Apple

Hints at Behind-the-Scenes Blockchain Work in New SEC
Filing. February 2019
h t t p s : / / w w w . c o i n d e s k . c o m / a p p l e - s e c - fi l i n g - h i n t s - a t - t e c h - g i ants-blockchain-interest

71.Business

Blockchain HQ. Apple Exploring Blockchain Deployment for its
Mineral Supply Chain. February 2019
https://bit.ly/3bJ3IYD

72.AWS. Build a blockchain analytic solution with AWS Lambda, Amazon Kine-

sis, and Amazon Athena. June 2018.
https://go.aws/2y0JWJi
73.Bloomberg.

Google Is Working on Its Own Blockchain-Related Technology. March 2018
https://bloom.bg/2YaG3MO

74.Coinspeaker.

OneLedger Joins Google Cloud Platform (GCP) to Deliver
Fast Enterprise Blockchain Solutions. January 2020
https://www.coinspeaker.com/oneledger-google-gcp/

75.Hackernoon.

Blockchain Search: How Google Is Changing the Blockchain
Game. January 2020
https://bit.ly/3bD8SVU
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76.JP

Morgan and Chase Report. How We Do Business- The Report. 2020
https://bit.ly/3cxJKjg

77.ING.

Boosting the power of machine learning. March 2020
https://www.ing.com/Newsroom/News/Boosting-the-power-of-machine-learning.htm

78.J.P.

Morgan. Blockchain and the decentralization revolution. 2019
https://www.jpmorgan.com/jpmpdf/1320745566550.pdf

79.CCN.JPMorgan

Memo: $9 Billion Slated For Studying Blockchain And
Robotics. December 2015.
https://www.ccn.com/jpmorgan-memo-9-billion-slated-studying-blockchain-robotics/

80.J.P.Morgan.

Largest Number of Banks to Join Live Application of Blockchain Technology.
https://www.jpmorgan.com/country/US/en/treasury-services/IIN

81.J.P.

Morgan. J.P. Morgan Creates Digital Coin for Payments. February

2019.
https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/news/digital-coin-payments
82.J.P.

Morgan.The Next Step for Blockchain. May 2019
https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/research/blockchain-next-steps

83.Unhashed.

The Ultimate List of Bitcoin and Alt-Cryptocurrency Forks

(graph). 2020
https://unhashed.com/bitcoin-cryptocurrency-forks-list/
84.Business

Insider. The $120 billion gaming industry is going through more
change than it ever has before, and everyone is trying to cash in. October
2019
h t t ps://w ww. bu s i n es s i n s i d e r . c o m / v i d e o -g a m e -i n d u s t r y -120-b il lion-future-innovation-2019-9
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85.Investopedia.

Samsung vs. Apple: Comparing Business Models (AAPL,
SSNLF). August 2019.
https://bit.ly/2yoZ4jC

86.MartinRoll.

Samsung – The Global Asian Brand. November
https://martinroll.com/resources/articles/marketing/samsung-global-asian-brand/

87.Herold

Financial Dictionary. What is the ING Group? 2020
https://www.financial-dictionary.info/terms/ing-group/

88.Fern

Fort University. ING (Banking) SWOT Analysis / Matrix. 2020
http://fernfortuniversity.com/term-papers/swot/1433/1137-ing--banking-.php

Technical Sources
89.Newzoo.

The Global Games Market Will Generate $152.1 Billion in 2019 as
the U.S. Overtakes China as the Biggest Market. June 2019
https://bit.ly/2YbeJOy

90.Eosys

Medium. Understanding the EOSIO code fork chain. January 2019
https://medium.com/eosys/understanding-the-eosio-code-fork-chain-19114758d09d

91.Hackernoon.

Top 10 Reputable Blockchain Development Companies. July

2018
h t t ps://h ac k ern oon . c om / to p -10-r e p u t a b l e -b l o c k c h a i n -d e v e l o pment-companies-7c6eba562b90

TNC IT Group Competitors
92.Block360

Website.
https://block360.io/

93.MixBytes

Website.
https://mixbytes.io/

94.Blockvolution

Website.
https://blockvolution.io/
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Public Relations & Media
95.CC

Forum Website
https://cc-forum.com/

96.Cointelegraph.

TNC IT Group to Commence with Mergers and Acquisitions in Crypto Market. August 2019.
https://bit.ly/2KliCrL

97.NewsBTC.

TNC Group’s Official Event Launch Unveiled Buyaladdin Shopping Mall. July 2019
https://bit.ly/2VFkpgN

98.BLOCKONOMI.

TNC IT Solutions Group Kicks Off – Initiatives and Appraisals in Progress. July 2019
https://blockonomi.com/page/249/?n_bemp=1

99.TechBullion.

TNC CEO Bruce Jeong to Attend CC Forum London 2019.
September 2019.
https://techbullion.com/ceo-bruce-jeong-attend-cc-forum-london-2019/

100.Bitcoin.com.

TNC IT Group Token to be Listed this April. April 2020.
https://news.bitcoin.com/tnc-it-groups-token-to-be-listed-this-april/
101.Naver.

4월 30일 TNC Coin 상장! TNC Crypto M&A 한 걸음 더 나아가다.
April 2020.
https://m.post.naver.com/viewer/postView.nhn?volumeNo=28081231&memberNo=46842709
102.Yahoo

Finance. TNC Coin Enters the Market with Massive Bullish Price
Movement. April 2020.
Yahoo Finance. TNC Coin Enters the Market with Massive Bullish Price Movement. April 2020.
103.Yahoo News. TNC Coin Enters the Market with Massive Bullish Price Move-

ment. April 2020.
h t t p s : // n e w s .y a h o o . c o m / n e w s / t n c - c o i n - e n t e r s - m a r k e t - m a s sive-061000256.html
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Partner Companies
104.Global

Blockchain Organization (GBO) Website
https://www.gbo.global/
105.Abdullah

Al Awadi & Associates (AAA) Website
http://abdullaalawadi.com/
106.Alternative

Development Organization (ADO) Website
https://www.ado.ngo
107.Prism

Protocol Website
https://www.prismprotocol.com/
108.Fairwinds

Management, Ltd. Website
https://fairwindsmanagement.net/

Subsidiary Companies
109.Buyaladdin

Website
https://buyaladdin.com/
110.TNC

Teams Website
https://tncteams.com/
111.Aladdin

Website
https://aladdinmc.com/
112.Tokenmarketcaps

Website
https://tokenmarketcaps.com/
113.Bitstorm

Website
https://bsbex.io/
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